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I :el DR. D. C. WRIGHT
WILL PREACH TO
THE CLASS OF '08
4
5.
. I
.Is
•J".
• A
•
Baccalaureate Sermon by Rec-
tor of Grace Episcopal
Church.
Commeneement Speaker Will
• be the Rev. Sidsey Harris.
THOSE WHO WILL GRADI'ATE
'Tfi -Mei id CT- -Wright, rector
of the Grace Eoiscopal church, will
preach the bikcalaureste sermon for
the class of 'Ise of the High school on
Sunday. May 31. Dr. Wright ,was se-
leeted to the class a week ago and ex-
t•nded the invitation. Yesterday
Mho Eunice Robertson, the president
of the class. received his acceptaece.
Dr. Wright Is one of the best speak-
ers and thinkers in the city and his
sermou to the young graduates will
he appropriate.
This >est.'s graduating class will be
one of the amallest In years, as there
are only ten members, since Miss
Hoek has withdraWn. The roll of the
le fakir class is: Misses Saidee Smith.
Marguerite Schwab, Eunice Robert -
ode Bees lane. Ethel Sights, Loci!le
Weil. Helen Hills and Mends. J. Will
Rock. Edwin Handle and Gus Elliott.
The invitations for the class have
been or-dered,--and-Vint be ready far
'rustling in two weeks.
The commencement of Me High
school for the claim of 'Oa 41rill be hi-
dependant and will not be associated
with the meeting of the stale net-
Atka of Woman's clubs, which will
be In @colon during commencement
week. The plan of WM year will be
followed and this morning Trustee
William Byrd, chairman of the com-
mittee, appointed to.secure a 'past-
el-. cuseled the contract to the Rev. M.
S. Nettie. of Humboldt. Time.. who
will deliver the commencement
Cadets Lost When Projectile (REGISTER ASSETS First District Troubles Aired at
Explodes in Magazine of Cruiser 1 PUT AT $27,012 the Meeting of Republican State
.0yama's Son is Among Missing. AGAINST $29,04 Central Committee at Louisville.
Total Number Killed is Not
Known But Three Captains
Are Stivposed to Have Gone
Down With Boat.
Tokio, April 30.-The accidental
explosion of a projectile in the stock
magazine sank the Japanese training
cruiser Mataushima with a probable
loss of 200 Dyes early today off Pes-
cadores islands. Early reports said
30 were saved, The captain and most
of the °facers were drowned.
I A -liter report etates -rnit-trrir
saved from the cruiser, of whom 68
'aria cadets. The cruiser had 300
cadets aboard. It is believed Captains
,Yashirs, Yarno and Yoshmoro per-
ished. The sons of Field Marshal
Prince Oyama and of Foreign Minis-
ter Baron Olinda are missing. The
cruisers Hashitiate and Itactikkushime
•
London. April 30.-Official advice%
ifrom Tokio indicate that 159 is the
!total number drowned and 141 saved,
:fcllowing the explosion in the Jap-
lanese cruiser Matsushima. The dead
leclude nearly all tiles-officers.
... IChaage ler Patrolmen.
The patrolmen will continuec,vrorkel
lag from 1 o'clock in the morning Ile-
tit I o'clock in the afternoon until
Sunday. when Chief Collin* will
SNIDE(' the watcheieto 6 o'clock in the
morning until 7 o'clock at night. The
chief announced that the change will
b: effective May 1: but he postponed
it until Sunday.
CALLOWAY ('01 'wry YOUTH
114 EP FOR NIGHT HIVING.
'Murray. Ky., April 80.-(Special.)
-A youog man. named Laneiter, was
arrested -by 11.-lilt) Sheriff Holland
on the' thee of uight riding.
OWENSBORO SCANDAL
Owensboro, Ky.. April h0.-(Spc-
cial.)--Henry cline, appointed as-
*owner of the Daviess County Bank
and Trust company declined to serve
and Eruest Anderson was appointed.
Petition was filed in circuit court al-
leging fraud and asking for a receiv- President Considers Outfit
1er Criminal proaecutions are expect. Worth $9,312.
cd.
Good Will of Concern is Ei
ured in at $6,000 With
Franchise.
No. 1 tire compa 
Small 
Blaze.ny was called -to
24,9 South Second street this morn-
ing at 10:30 o'clock by a blaze in a
small house. The fire started in the
bellt gpitrle--trur -tar tostrwaw-on;-
ly a few dollars. No. 3 company
filled in the Central station.
Bad Fur Veertables.
For tonight the weatherman has
made the prediction of frost and the
marketers and fruit growers are wear-
in lo faces over th
Itlackbery winter hae held on several
days, and while the marketers say
nothing has ben damaged, the straw-
berry crop, and small fruits have re-
ceiced a set back. Muck of the pro-
duce tag been transferred from the
hotbeds, and it will be almost imPos-
rible to give tender plants the proper
orotection if the weather man is right
with his guess. .People arrivine ott
the trains today reported snow ee-
tween Princeton and Leitchfield
SPEAKS JAPANESE
AND IS OBSERVANT,
San Francisco, April 90.- Because.
It is allege& he is interested too mutt
in the manufacture of secret exploe•
Ives John Treadvrell, a private of the
oast artillery. was dismissed from time
eervice, lie speaks Japanese. Secret
service men trailed hint for months.
 ad-
The dress. Kentucky thes-er has SNOW STORM IN CENTRAL OHIO BREAKS I
been secured for the evening. and the
regular commencement program. will
LIMBS OF TREES AND RUINS FRUIT CROP;h.- held.
Arrests Clime All halocesa..4
Chippews . APO -
Every seloon-keeper in. Boyd,
ni mber, was arrested this afetrnoon
ou the charge of selling liquor to
minors, and the'village is now tem-
porarily without a dramshop. Three
eakestekeepees *ere arrested at Ca-
tlett on the stone chaige.
GATHERING UP JACKILS
Santa Barbara. April 30.-The bat-
tleship squadrbn sidled this morning
for Monterey. AU during the night
petrots rounded up men, who had ov-
erstayed shore leaves. It Is expected
they will )(hut the fleet at Monterey
t ontorrow.
NEWS-DEMOCRAT TO
BE MORNING PAPER
The Daily News-Demo rat an-
re,uteed last night, that on May 6 the
A'ter will enter the morn-Lug
pubtishing an !moue every day except
Monday. The reason elven is that be-
ing a Demoeratic paper in the Gibral-
tar district it should be able to cover
the entire district with its circula-
ticn something impossible fah an 'iv-
pnlbg paper on account of the train
and boat Streit*. The /evening held
was overcrowded for two papers to
develop to their full posaftdifty while
the territory outside. the city acces-
sible to an evening paper much of
what) lies antis the river is Repub.
titan Is sentiment.
WHATHWIS.
PLEASANT
Fair emaight with probable hoot or
1/ eestocillenepolisagoteranday IMe awl
ADIthitY j„„.. *OM minepara.
Roportli of Damage (*me is
From All Sides. With Bliz-
zard. Snow and Treat.
leautsedie. .tptil 30.-04
clal.)--iteports reerised from JAM
part'. of the mate show eine of/the
heavieot snows of the oweeette/ with
temperature only • few degrees. above
tratereing. Nil 'WAI*D  daligalr is re.-
ported.
Columbia& 0.. A I 3.00-A heavy
snow fell throug t Central Ohio to-
day. Much da age was door to
fruit and Si trees by the snow
breaking Ii
St. Loabia, Mo.. April 30.-A cold
wave bowing almost cootinuous rain
for Veral weeks la sweeping the
so hwest which may prove disastrous
to fruit crops.
Frost is predicted for Texas tonight
by the weather bureau. according to
special dispatch from Ft. Worth. The
lowest point reached in Ft. Worth
was 36 or 38 degrees.
Reports from Texas are Its (early
this morning the wind changed sud-
denly aud a "norther- caused an al-
most instant drop of 20 degrees,
The porde.* has spread over most
o the state. A snow storm Is report-
ed In Wichita county.
A mover* hail storm. passing over
Cleveland county, Oklahoma. In the
head of the little river to Fraaklin
and covering a width of four miles.
did damage estimated at $5.••101). In
places the hall was a loot deepen the
ground. Trees were stripped, cora
must (tze replanted, alfalfa fields reach
to cut were ruined, and garden plants
were beat*. Into th ground
('.44 Kills Precise..
Fort Smith. Ark . Apyll 30 A
heavy and cold rain haw heen in et-o-
gress with a marked drop In temper-
ature.
Bain Sayre Frick.
Iliturboldt Tenn. April 30.- Th.
thing that saved the fruit crop
tr0111 ;woo...1We destruction by cold to-
night was a heavy rain which com-
menced at 3 o'clock
itnin and cold wieither badly dam-
nged herrim, heavy shipments of
which will be practleally diseotitinue4
until bieter weather
The (lamer,. to forme/berries' 1.8 27.
per rent and possibly greater.
Fruit Crop Deetroyed.
New Orleans, I,a.. April 3/0.-The
fruit crop was labially destroyVa
Ir.., 1.
cently swept th gh Louisiana. and
South Mnsissit‘pi, and the loss to,
farmers will amount to thousands of,
dollars. ,The weather-In this section
l-as beet( soot this week, but time tem-
pera re has not been low enough to
age the fruit crop outside the tor-
do belt.
Missouri Fruit Safe,
St. Louis, Mo., April 3o. -A spe-
cial dispatch from Springfield, Mo.,
say. that while there have been heavy
frosts here during tbhe past two days
andthe mercury had remained slight-
ly above the freestng point. it is not be-
lieved here that the fruit to feouthern
Missouri has been damaged to any ex-
tent.
The reports received at the general
offices of the Frieco railroad in
Springfield were that the fruit crop
along the Frisco lines in Missouri is
in good shape.
Sudden Drop in Louisiana.
New Orleans IA. April 30.-With
storm earnings issued for the Gulf
coast between here and Texas. a wind
and rein storm, accompsnled by un-
usual atmospheric cooditions, began
in Louisiana twilight
e After a fairly cool day the-best a
humidity became almost oppressive
about nightfall, followed by sudden
drops is temperature. Several points
in the northern part of the state re-
;sorted as much as 30 degrees fall 
intemperature.
Frisk (hope is Danger.
Loultoille, Ky., April 10. -flome
tear for the safety of the fruit crop in
Kentucky and Solithern lusliana is
entertained, as the weather iv quite
INDIANA MAN lig1,1/X`TED.
-wee
go Presidency of Iowa Weieleyan Cud-
versit y-Rev . f4•444.11.
Chicago, April 80 -The Rev. Ed-
win A Schell, of La Porte, Indiana,
was elected president if the lows
Wesleyan University, at Mount Pleas-
ant, Iowa, and has accepted the posi-
tion
St-hell has for many sears been
prominent In the affairs of the Meth-
odist church find was f,e- six years
secretary of the lepworth !People.
POLITICAL RIOTS
Fort de France. Mart:Clique'. April
30.-The mayor of the eity. and sev-
eral citizens were killed itt -it
riot ben 'Iliaterday and many wit,
A FULL LIST 01? CREDITORS
licheiliile_nt the assets alt4.1.47.
betties of the Register Newspaper
company filed by James E. Wilhelm,
president of .the concern, shows in-
debtedness of $29,008, with assets of
$27,012.
In ihe schedule of assets the news-
paper outfit and fixtures are placed
at $9,312, the name, franchise and
"good will" of the Register $6,0410,
accounts due on subscription and ad-
vertising $4,500 and estimated value
of lease on the Reeler building
$7,200.
The_total indebtedness secured by
liens tin the plant and building is
$12,.800. H. H.. Scott. trustee for the
first mortgage bondholders, having a
lien on the plant for $10,000, the
estate of Mrs. Ella B. Wilhelm a sec-
ond mortgage for $1.00h and the
Globe Bank and Trust company Mort-
gage hoods on the building for
$1,900. Other note g and -Recounts
due are First National bank $1,400;
Globe Bank and Trust company, $5,-
600; Paducah Banking company,
$4.500; W. C. Ellis. $000: Mrs. M.
E. Beadles estate. $2,500; Hendrick,
Miller & Marble, $100; Louisville
Paper company, $274: Western
.Union /Telegraph company. $172:
,Ameitcan Type Founders, $20; Cott-
!rieeJournai News -Bureau. $50; Sarn-
i art Bros. & Spindler, $97: Union
Press association, • Mergentbaler
Linotype company. $6; Masonic and
Odd Fellows linildIng association.
11120: C. V. Jennings. $35: Bebout
& Smith. $75: A. L. Well & 'company,
$23: City Transfer company. $5; E.
(3. Boone, $75; Paducah Light. and
Power company, $172. Total $29.-
008.90. It is said that-'if there are
any more debts it was intended to in-
clude them in the schedule and if any
are found an additional schedule will
be made out. It Is stated that the
bank notes and notes due individuals
are indoreed by J. F. Withelm. etc.
NO MORE ARRESTS
IN BANDANA BANK
ROBBERY SO FAR
A warrant. charging John Bulger
with larceny of $2,300 from the Ba!--
lard County bank and carying it into
McCrackea county, has been served
on the defendant who is in jail on the
nominal charge et being a common
itamblor, and Hal S. Corbett has. been
retained to defend him, hispite of de-
nials by the pollee. The warrant was
sworn out by B. H. Hahn, the assist-
ant.cashier. It Is not known why the
police are trying to cosiest! the fact
While officers maintain strict se-
crecy regarding their discoveries in
connection with the Bandana bank
robbery, rumors are afloat, which
promise an unusually sensational story
when the facts are given out. No ar-
rests have been made in addition to
those already mentioned, and the
caps of John Bulger. and Ernest KI-
Mendorf charged here with being com-
mon -gamblers were continued 14411
May 2,
Sam Meets. B. 11 Hells and W F.
Purdy and others appeared before the
greed jury at Wickliffe yeeterday.
None of the partied would give out
any information, but it is expected ar-
rests will be made in Ballard county,
add that parties in Paducah of con-
siderable prominence will be iniPli•
cited. It is Upped that a man, well
known in this city was in Bandana
that day and he has left for parts
unknown, and his family has made
inquiries concerning his ehersahoute.
He was related to other parties impli-
cated In a Manntr that immediately
aroused sultplcion.
It is said at least four Paducah peo-
ple are mixed up in the affair and two
in Ballard county.
Paducah cietectIvea say that their
work on the robbery of the Banding
bank Is Sniehed. F. W. Miller, of St.
Louis, a private detective has left the
Paducah squad.
John Buhrer. who is conained in the.
city WI Oka charge of hsing a (C.A.
I•14 n gambier, said. "1 ha.i'nellette
I.; say." Hal S. Corbett had•leen
employed to defend him. It is be-
,r th t Witter 111.• to say
v '1 I I I. ,i'•• ,,ti'
Nine-Tenths of Delegates to
North Carolina State Conven-
tion Favor Taft-Maryland
Republicans Land Him.
Louisville, Ky., April Tib.-(Sre-
cial.)-The contests over the Repub-
lican convention in thg First district,
involving the right of W. j. Deioe
to Preside over the district caucus at
the elate convention and the.. success-
:on to the chairmanship of th.., tUstritt,
for which J. C. Speight, ot Mayfield.
F.d 13, te:ae_e,,pr _Paducah, are con-
tending, see being heard tociaili
state cenoal committee.
'Louisville, April 30.-The state
central committee is hearing .the fir.t
district contest. Deboe made a long
speech attacking the Taft men.
J. Ch Speight replied to Deboe's
charges of machine tactica on the part
of the Taft men In the first district,
Greensboro, N. C., April 30.-The
Republican state convention with
nine-tenths of the delegates favoring
Taft is in session today. Some dele-
gates favor Cannon, who was born
here.
Indorse No One.
Portland, 34e., April 30.-The reso
lutions committee of the state Repub-
lican convention in session today de-
cided. that the platform shall not in-
dorse any presidential candidate.
laud Taft.
Baltimore, Md.. April 30.-Mary-
land Republicans in state convention
indorsed Rooseveles administration.
and spoke in laudatory terms of Taft,
but didn't pledge or instruct the dele-
gates.
Hadley Is Candidate.
Jefferson City, April 30.-Attorney
General Hadley announced today that
he wiii be a candidate for governor
on the Republican ticket. Hadley
has. been Ill and recently withdrew
from the raee.
MISS MAGGIE MA HEM WILL TA K E
AIRSHIP TRIP.
• Captain Mattery, 'the aerial nar.ea-
tor will make a trial night with his
airship at League park this evening
about 5 o'clock, although the wind is
unfavorable. Tomorrow excursions
are expected to bring crowds to Pa-
ducah, and one of the principal kghts
will be given. showing how well he
ha e his craft i nder control. Miss Malt-
Malteon, day telephone operator at
the Palmer House has accepted th2
525 offer, ana says the will aceotn-
t-any Captain Mattery tomorrow af-
ternoon.
Cartersville Couple.
J. N. Craig and Miss Elizabeth
Adams. of Cartersville. Ill., were mar-
ried by Magistrate Bleich this afters
1100n.
HO PRIMARY WILL
BE HELD BECAUSE
OF LOCAL TROUBLE
Murray, Ky., April 30.-(Special.)
--To prevent the night rider troubles
being made an issue in the esanIntlan
for county Office, the Democratic com-
mittee of Calloway county will prob-
ably not' cell a primary election on
the regniar NoVember elect ion day, a
lea)' preceding the election for county
officers, as hae been the custom for
eight years, but will defer 'the pri-
mary until next spring or until after.
two more sessions of the circuit court
have hese held and ample opportunity
tote be4given the authorities to have
those now under Indictment tried.
Is addition to the belief that a cam-
paign this fall would intensify the.
night rider situation objection has
been re.teed by Democrat., who oppose
holding the primary a year ahead.
Three years ago two of the men nom-
raced for countsv offices died before
the regular election was held and Lhe
races had to be run over. The nod,-
inees who died were J. E. Baker. nom-
Ir.ep for sheriff, and W. P Altiriteme
nominee for representative
J. 11. Coleman wtto is chairman of
the Democratic con-mete. be ono of
tie attorney, for the promeution lre
the night rider eases, while It is aall
a majority of the commitee are sup-
porters, of Judge Wells in the effort
In stop night riding.
1 Grain Market.Wheat, 100 3-8: corn. 67 1-1:
Oleuk 43 I 1
TOBACCO TROUBLE
NOT CONCERNED IN
TRIGG CO. ARRESTS
Cadiz, Ky., April 30.-The trouble
at Center Furnace, in this county, 14
miles from Cadiz' has no connection
with the tobaceo situation, and it is
said that the members of the band
went no further in their campaign
against the Degrees than to send
heestealiag 44ettesa--444114443-4110-
groes to leave or they would be visit-
ed by night riders. So far as known
no negro employed by the iron works
has been attacked or whipped, and
the action or Mr. Goodwin in swear-
ing out the warrants will probably
prevent any further steps in the mat-
ter, even should the men accused not
be the ones guilty of making the
threats.
Negroes have been employed by
the iron works for several years, and
the lawless white element, taking ad-
vantage of the disturbances in other
parts of western Kentucky, attempted
to force the employment of white
men only at the furnace.
Gen. Roger Williams, who is in
command of the troops in this section
of the state with sixteen men, rode
into Trigg county.,yesterday. Now he
is in camp with his soldiers about two
and one-half miles from Center Fur-
nace. Whether his arrival had any
connection with Mr. Goodwin's trip to
Cadiz is not known.
Alieged Riders Diacharyked.
Shelbyville. Ky., April 90.-Louis
Ethington, George EthIngton. John
Ve'ood and James Slavers, who were
arrested several days ago on de:
charge of participating in the raid on
Elmsburg, in this county, were dis-
missed its their extimiaing trial by
Judge Davis in the county court
The men were arrested principally
on the affidavit of a young man nam-
ed U. G. Hall, whose brother owned
the canvass coverings for some tobacs
co beds which were destroyed. In
the affidavit young Hall said he rec-
ognised the men who were in the raid.
but on the stand today he stated he
was not certain he could identify them.
In dismissing the defendants, Judge
Davis criticised young Hall for not
being more certain before he made his
affidavit. All of the men who were
tried are prominent farmrs.
More Soldiers Seat,
Bowling Green, Ky., April 30.-
(Specia1.1-61xteen soldiers left here
today for Western Kentucky. Their
destination is unknown.
STALLEAQUE RECEIVER
Indianapolis, April 30.-A receiver
was appointed today for the India-nal/-
ells Star. the Muncie Star and the
Terre Haute Star, on application of
Daniel G. Reid, chairman of the Hock
Island railroad board, the )argest
bondholder, who alleges the paper3
are unable to pay him a quarter of a
million, which he advanced. Vice
leesident Fairbanks is one of the
bondholders •
CHILD IS BURNED
FATALLY PLAYING
AROUND BONFIRE
Mayfield. Ky.. Aprila 30.-(Spe-
dal While playing with other chil-
dren around a fire of dry leaves last
evening Willie Wilson, the six-year-
old daughter of Militia Wilson,
whirled her skirt Into the flames and
before aid could reach her she was
so badly burned that she died at 9
o'clock last night, The other chil-
dren screamed in their fright. but
could do nothing to assist her. The
WIloon home te between )Aa3 field and
Paducah.
TOBACCO TAX STANDS
•
Washington. Atall 30 -(Speciai
---Reestor Aldrich has throttled the
bill, removing the six cent tax from
tobaceo.
ICE SPOILS RACE
Lexington, Ky. ; April 30.-Becanse
the track is covered with snow and
he the Kentucky Racing association
post posed today's trice...oath tailor-
roe
MAYOR'S RETURN
MARKS ACTIVITY
IN P. & N. WORK
Three Men Interested Lease
For Louiiville Early Thii
Morning,
Mayor Smith Not Ready to
Give Out His I &forma. i
BROOK PORT NOT THE PLACW
Ma3or James P. Smitn returned
thiamozning_Ixonie...61.
0(1 by a flying trip wit:eh embraced
Louisville, Chicago and St. Louis. His
mission was to consult heads of vari-
ous railroads, which projeeie to enter
Paducah over the Paducah & North-
ern terminal tracks, and he said thli
morning that his trip served to clear
up, several important points. He fa:I-
e.1 to see the operating head of the
Big Four. Mayor Smith decilaed to
divulge what he learned and what ac-
tion he will take on the Paducah la
Northern francijitee, which is In his
hands,. lie may not do anything for
a week or so.
Although he would:not answer the
direct question, it is believed he learn.
ed that these Is no posible chance of
getting the railroads to cross the Ohio
ilver at Brookport, instead of Metrop-
olis.
Mr. George C. Wallace, president of
the Paducah and Northern, M. Wy-
mond, the engineer, and Earl Palmer,
president of the Commercial club,
went to Louisville last night, where
they probably will meet Prebideat
Smith,.Of the Louisville & Nashville._
When they will go to Chicago is nut
known. They were seen to take the
early morning train and their destina-
tion was conjectured.
Information recerved here leads to
the belief that President Smith is not
antagonistic to Paducah's interests.
The work on the Cairo cut-off has
stopped, and it is believed the Nash-
ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis would
welcome northern connections at Pa-
ducah.
P. 0. INSPECTORS
ARE WORKING ON
BROOKPORT CASE
Brookport, April 30 --(Special 1-
A postoffice inspector and a United
States marshal have charge of the
work of running down the yeggs who
blew the postoffice safe open Tuesday
morning. The Brookport man haa
been located and it is probable that
he will be arrested first, so the name
of his companion in the safe robbery
may be learned. The postoffice de-
tectivea have•nothing to say rewarding
the robbery.
'Vega ronfessee.
St. Louis, April 30.-Th. St. Louie
police yesterday looked into the rec-
ord of Walter Christopher, the Yeng-
man "organizer" In jail at Jackson.
Me., whose confession to Postothes
Inspector C. L. Pitterson and C. H.
Daues, assistant district Attorney at
St. Louis, has furnished much in for-
mation concerning the identity and
operations of it gang of yeggmen who
have committed scores of postollea,
bank and store robberies in ban --a
dozen states.
The records of the Bertillon bu-
reitu show that Christopher, whose
present alias Is Albert Jones, served
two terms in the penitentiary at Nash
ville. Tenn., escaped from jail at St.
Charles. Mo..' Ihd- Mint ligh-ppiten-
tiary at Little Rock, Ark., as told in
the story of the mato/Mon.
Christopher was arrested In St.
Louis. -September 16, 18917 with
John Noonan on the charge of rote;
bing a jewelry store at St. Charles.
He was taken to St. Charles anal
broke jail about ,two Months later.
His escape from the Arkanasis prison
appears en the bureau records as oc-
curring August 14. 1907. He was
sent up for five years for robb:ngs
freight cars. The same sort of a
robbery led to his capture at Cape
Girardeau, Mo.. a 1.-w days ago A
box car waa broken into and fifteen
eases of whisky and other merchan.
disc stolen. Christopher was going
down the river In a skiff loaded with
the plunder when he was takep. He
claims to have had a partner In the
Cape Girardeau Job who was not
caught.
The government authorities have
not determined what disposition they
will make of Christopher. It feared
be may break jail at Jacktioa,
state authorities have offered to torn
bha over to the federal
anal be nray be sent back to It
safgehrii. g..!
•
•
enows
Consultyour Jac roe .1 roam about mali-
ti1 rs. I le *macs. Trust /in,
1.41 03 he Mllyl PUlluti: ach ice
Talk with your 2roctor about Ayers non-
alcoheJic Sarsapecies. Ask him at he pre-
sers it for pale, delicate childree. Ask
him if he recommends it when the blood
is thin and impure, and when the nerves are
weak and Mete ad,. Ask him if it as nature
in budding upthc general health ..1 ;.if:74-1,
*MIR 15 riNAKES IN SCHOOL.
Pretty diet Teacher Puts Pup& au
Desks.
Appleton, Nets., April VY—Spell-
bound by fright boys and girls stood
on top of their desks in district school
No. I in Outagatnie county, while
their teacher. Miss Florence Archi-
bald, ,after 4I desperate fight, with
stove poker killed 12 pine snakes,
. the largest of which wae•seven feet
long.
• While the pupils were singing their
opening song, the iittle ones in the
tear of the room screamed and ran to
the teacher, who upon investigation
found the big snake nearly crawling
In at the door.
Instead of fainting, as might be ez-
pected6 Nth Archibald, who is young
and pretty, ordered the frightened
• childree to get on the desks. Then
grabbing the Stove paker, the phickr
tRacher attacked the reptile, which
fought ticiously until a well directed
- blow crushed its heal!. As she started
to throw it out of the door Miss Archi-
bald discovered eleven smaller snakes.
1' Hal Graham, Champion One Legged Dancer of the World
The Smukler Sisters, Singing and Dancing Comedians
tem Smakler, Black Face Comedian
Illustrated Songs Moving Pictures
Amateur Contest Every Friday Night
and with the poker killed the all.
- She believes the snakes had a nest
under the old igehoolhouse and. were
attracted into the room by the music.
"E. C. DeWitt & Co.. Chicago, Ill.—
Gentlemen—In 1897 I had a disease
of the stomach and bowels In the
miring of 1902 I bought • bottle el
Kodol and the benefit I received all
the gold In Georgia could not buy.
May you llve long and prosper. Yours
rerY truly, C. K. Cornell, Boding. Ga.,
Ang. 27, .906.' Sold by all drug-
gists.
""th mighty sheered 'bout leavInV
die won'." said the old preacher, "an,
yet dare milk and honey whar you
getup."
'Hit ain't sarching enough." was
the reply. "What 1 wants is Roule-
ttes' uterii hit de spotr—Atlanta
Constit ut :on. •
DeWitt's Little Early Risers, the fam-
ous little liver-4)111a. Sold by all drue-
!rites.
ivy dw flee for Rob Wad.
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter. Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
INSURANCE AGENTS
ABRAM L. WEIL &
fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability, .
Automobile,
Nice Phones ;ild„3::,
Steam Boller,
Bonds,
Plate Glass,
cargo,
liu;1,
Elevator.
Residence Phones Old 726!N•ei 726
Carripb•it PesciluCests, Ky.
CRYSTAL THEATER
Preesersting superb N'audevilitc-
Week Beginning April 27, 1008, and All Week
Amateurs be sure and register in time.
CHANGE OF PROGRAM THURSDAY
Excursion to
EDDYVI liE
Under Auspices of the
Paducah Central Labor Union
Sunday, May 3d
On the Handaarne
STEAMER W.
Carrying Capacity 1000
Good music and dancing. Dance tall equfpped with electric
taus. Lunch and refreshments. No intoxicating liquors.
TO PICNIC PARTIES—Will stop at all way landings 4:ir
parties of ten or more. This opportunity should sppeel to
picnic parties or others wish ipg to stop at points along the
river and spend the day picnicing or fishing
SCHI.DULF..
Leave Paducah at. 9110 a. at. Arrive at Edeyville at_....1:00 p m.
Leave Smitliland at .10:00 a. m. heave Eddy vine at.-- 4110 p. m.
FARE- ROUND TRIP
Paducah to Eddyvele .... .   Adults, 75c: Children, 400
Stnithland  Adults, Floc: CJil hire°, 25c
470 NAOS
(WITTED FROM IAN? RETURNED
1131" SCHOOL ENUMICKAToRS.
Work of teuperistemileet and secre-
tary Kelly Will Net City Much
iterreue.
Four hundred and seventy names
of childreu enietted loan the lists
compeed try the census enumerators
have already been found by the secre-
tary of the school board and Superin-
tendent Carnagey, who are inveNtigat
log the matter. Of the names are
190 colored children who attend the
Garfield building, and it is said these
were emitted because of the fact that
some of the enumerators did not fully
understand the boundaries of their
wards.
The investigation was started upon
recommendation of titliperlateadent
Carnage), who discovered that while
the census enumerators' reports show
a falling off from last year in the
number of children of school age in
Lbw city the ecticiels have a larger en-
ru.inieut by 40 this year than lain.
A special enumerator has been e10-
plo%ed. The city gets $1.70 from the
state at hoot fund for every child of
school age in the city, the law provid-
ing that the list mast be taken during
Um _Buell&  of April 
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
Tar amid tVinctualagna
For the complete eure of Coughs,
Colds, Asthma and Bronchitis and all
Lung complaints tending to Consul:op.
tion, Liverwort. Tar mid Wild Chewy.
have for ages maintained an estab-
:hiked reputation as a standard Cough
Remedy. It contains no opium or
harmful drug: can be given with
safety to children. Price $1.00 Sold
by druggists Williams' kfTg. Co.,
Props.. Cleveland, 0.
 ve
His Liver Upside Down, newt on
Wrong Side,
Baltimore, April 11.-e-Surgeons In
Johns Hopkins hospital during an au-
topsy on the body of Judge John E.
MeKeighers, of St. Louis discovered
that- Instead of the !suel setting of
the organs, those in the body were
scattered about.
His beArt was turned in a position
the reverse of normal, his kidneys
were united by a ligament in the
shape of a horseshoe and the liver
was upside down with the gall blad-
r on top. Many of the smaller or-
guns were a chaos of entangling cords
and fatty substances.
Surgeons are wondering whether
he was born with his orgaaa in nor-
mal positions or whether they were
put In that state throigh diocese or
some freak of nature.
Judge McKeighon lived Jibe G6
;years old. He became seriously ill
in St. Louis in February and his
physicians were unable to fathom his
a)mptosis. He IVIIS brought to the
Johns Hopkins hospital early in
March, where an operation was per-
formed, during which discover
'Acre wide of such startling nature
that the family consented to an au-
topsy.
There is nothing better than Kodol for
tlYsiseesia. indigestion, sour stomach.
belching of gas and nervous headache.
It digests what you eat. Sold by al
druggists.
The Rooster Meade.
l:Ley were like fairy helmets—
l!ttle wire helmets no bigger than a
wai
"They are rooster muzzles." sad
the city farmer, as he led the way
past the pea beds on the window sills.
the potato field on the back porch,
and the dousishiug mushroom crop
tinder the outhouse.
"Rooster muzzles?"
"Even so. Hassles, not to pre-
vent roosters from teting--- for even
the gamest fowl has never been
koown to snip—but to prevent them
from crowing. See here."
They had reached the tiny chicken
run. The city farmer caught a roos-
ter and gently slipped a muzzle over
Its fierce head.
I "Now," said be. "It can't crow. It
can't wake the neighbe•.. with its
cross at daybreak. Hence, thanks
to the muzzle, it is at last possible to
keep chickens is. the most crowded
it y quarters.
"Harrison Weir invented the roos-
ter. muzzle. A rooster to crow, you
see, stands erect, flaps_ his wings,
throws back his hoed and opens his
beak vide. If he can't open his
beak no crow can come from his little
red throat."— New Orleans Times-
Democrat.
UNTO THE END.
Brief space for teeny and prayers
To him who loves and dares
The high gods send:
lint laughter lighted days
Through all life's winding ways,
Into the end
I stand beside the sea.
And salt waves cover me
With spray.
I kitow that I who stand
Vet %vitt the gee and land
All day
:Thall be as yellow dust
Blown here and there—
heaven's winds shall carry nee
I wiet not where.
Hut this one thing I know,
Where'er my dust shall blow,
The life of love will go.
—Troderleit R. Marvin.
"If they're Rock's
they're right"
Ballad of Plemaint Thienslife.
D0141 let se talk el wretchedness,
Don't let us wielow in our woe,
Don't let ds dri‘el o'er distress,
Don't 14)e us wander to and fro
Amid the mire and mud below,
But let us rise on joyful wings
Bleb the gulden sunlight's glow;
Let's think at..1 talk of pleasant
things!
'Ft Tit us cramor Tdrerdiretifir
-Don't lee us deem a soul our foe;
Instead of cuisine. let vs bless;
Amid never let us gloat or Crow
tenameone's trouble; let us show
What perfect peace our viewpoint
brings
To all Who after goodness go:
Let's thluk and talk of pleasant
things!
Let's talk of trouble less and less;
To anger let tm . be more slow.
Let's strive more patience to possess.
And mare compassionate let's
grow;
A cheerful word or smile bestow.
And you can quell the scorn that
stings:
Th.s dere to-ourselves we owe:
Let's think and talk of pleasant
things!
E will give a pair of wedding slippers free th
the first young lady calling at your store and
telling us "confidentially" the date of her marriage. '
Now iet's see who is next.
.32 Salt ROM 01141 AY.
less'n dee has sOlUt. rIp1)..rblite lu
everlestiuly Mb plekia' at."
--Tom P. Morgan, in May 'Smart
Set.
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Mils are
tempt and thorough and will in a
short time streegthee weakened k.,1
neys and allay troubles arixing from
frldammation of the bladder. Sold el'
set drugists,
A Rostad-Cp.
Prof. Charles. Zeublin of the Uni-
versity r of Fhicago. was reiterating at
a dinner his belik that most Amer',
can PhilesoPhY failed of Its object.
"Many • philanthropist, his bred
heating with love of his felow-men.
would be pulled up with • round to: a,
said Prof. Zeublin, "if he knew, what
really became of the last hundred or
the last thousand he gave to idiarit "
Yes, he would be taken as etre-
pletely aback as a yoneg man Who
BA proudly Is his girl in the 100a,1
light:
"Tell me, pie own, when did yeu
first discover that -you loved me'!"
—Whet) I found myself getting
angry every time anyone called you a
fool.' she replied.—New: York Times.
ENVOI: 
Truth needs no authority other
Ho! mortal men and women, be! ' 
than it', own. -
Hark to' the win a min-Orel sings! He does nothing ertraorditetry who
If engirt of happiness.jou'd know— despises the ordinary,
Let's think and taIR' of pleasant v--- " .1k,
things! 
t
—Haro:d Susman in Success Mats - LAzy LIVER
sine
1111,4 PLEA.
"Yassah, I 'knowledge% dat I steals,
70' HoPah—new and ag'in." eonfese
ad Brother Bunkum. who had been
dragged up before the bar of justice
on the charge of embezzling sundry
fowls. "I steals, sah. but bury delis
part o' de Lure—not all de time. De
rest o' de time I sawtuh projects
around amongst de diffunt 'llgious
liomernatious. eatIn' dinner 'aid 'em
and uh-makhe out like I was mighty
nigh on de keen edge o'-fiten• deli*
church; and I sumbleeomely axes ye',
gab, to lemroe down easy, if yo'
please. uh-kaae I does mob heenias-
nes' dens some Ai' de time, as I says
hero:. and not 01 de. time, like dese
yub trust geielemen dat we-all ,ealls
tell so much about now-eh-days.
And, 'sides all dat, yo' 'Jonah, wilat'd
dese yuh good folks, dat's elite; tryin•
to 'made me over to deir way o'
thinkin', do widout me? If I was to
go to jail thy wouldn't have nobody
Is practise on; and ye' organizes
ycree'f, sale dat dey kain't keep well
Nervous women abeidd profit
by Mrs. Itarton's experience with
Lydia E. l'inkkaat's Compound.
Mrs. Helen Barton, of 27 Pear-
son Street, Chicago, 'IL, writes to
Airs. Pinkham:
"I was all run-down, and on the verge
of nervous prostration from overwork
and worry, and Ill in bed, when I began
taking Lydia K Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. After I bad taken it • week
I commenced to get better. I continued
Its use, my nervous trouble disappeared,
and I sin completely restored to health.
I hope Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetableo
Compound will benefit other woelea
as it beams."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound, made
from roots; and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled With
displacements, Inflammation, ulcers-
tion, fibroid tumors, ffregiilarities,
periodic pains backache, that bear-
ing-down feeling, flatti lency, ind
tion,dizziness,or no recent prostration.
Why don't you try it?
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick
women to write ber for advice.
She has guided 16011•11214111
bruit Addle** 147/111, MAIM.
^I tad Ceeranere ea food Shea I leala• lera Tire
elletose abele. I wee troubled • sss.s duel MY
sad bases,O.P. Pew Mee. takief
',..,s,.i. Candy Ciebsrale I reel aef71...5 Imam
seal1 serieleiy aymams..4 Won S. iny
• %be be-% saiellehte I hare ever seas "
Mona Salibes, Ceibers M1 IS.. V.1 River. IS....
rA•••••.e•Assai...1.64..• 000.011.
imer W•slies 0.0r.. Mc II.. Ye. ?I•mi.
t.i.c I. I. alb Tloy genera* elereee4
dwanteed c•no or year lalabor bask.
Melba. Remedy C., Chicago or N.Y. G.
IIIINIAL1111.I. TEl ELLIN MEI
MN AO/ MOILo..setesfteussessuol
g - ON .1'1=ot stI 
• • c.•  • bowelWOMID•
Ps. Web, sad eat MIMI.
vetSI emomoae.
Said sr Ilawallilles
se oat is ploy .m
by omen, oww,^712,,
01 *kora
owseire NMI Saeliwa.
-  
IIIPORIMIT DECIS101
Case of much intermit was tried last
Tuesday before Judge Emery, where
Clet..rge Ficklin, of this city, was
charged with selling Intoxicating
liquors, and the evideace showed It'
sold Dr. ritz, Crete° and Vivo, pre-
pared by A. M. haevison & Co., and
the proof all went to show thew; bev-
erages were non-intoxicatIng. and the
ease was dismissed, as no violation of
the law could be proven.
The decision of the court 1111 act
favorably with the sale of Di! Fizz
N'ivo and Cremo, which are prepare I
„epd sold by A. M. Lisevison & Co., of
this city.
JUST OPINED
Private
Dining loom
Hotel
c Belvedere
We have just opened
perfectly appointed--
private Dining Room (
for the 1180 of small
parties.
PHONE 332 FOR
ENOAOEMENTS...
mnosimumerm
••••••••••
P4DUCAH/0",
"If they're right
they're Rock's"
SICKROOM AIDS
at every description call be 144 at
this pharmacy at reasonable prism.
Soniethine like hot water tags, toun•
Lain syringes. etc., you should have
the home at all times. Genie and buy
them here and you'll be wank of
first-class quality as well as economy
in cost. This applies to smeltl sick
mow needs as well as to erLicles
every-day
WINSTEAD: Druggist
Seventh and Zroadway.
• Plumes 71111
ESTABLIAULV 1074.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PeDU(*AH,
UNITED STATh.14 DEPOI4ITORT.
Capital. fireirphse and Undividisl Profits $4410,000 OS
Illearrhokliers iteepuesibUity • .  2/)0.000 00
Total Ren111/411,4000 to in-pualtors  .... 000.000 00
S. II, HUGHES, Preeideet, JOS. J. ERIEDMAN, Vice President
J. C. UTTERRItch. owhier. C. X RICHMRDPION, Aare (4.10kar.
INTKRIbliT rAuu ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRECTI
A. M. ANAPA(11104.„ S. ii. HUGHES, A. A. POWT.KR. J. I.. FRIED.
MAN, J. C. urnotatek. DR J. 011111i1N.
ow.
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CLEAN SMOKE
/ -.. FOR CLEANl jir
. ̂ PEOPLE
'The only saoitary p:de
not a freak
Fer sale at
BONDS' DRUG STORE. 215 Broadway
CLIP YOUR
They look better, feel better
to Kristin and yeti are not
have an electric machine
• good work
THE TULLY
Fourth
!
HORSES
and work better. Clipped horses are easier
anneyed hy hone hairs when /Divine. We
and an expert operator and wIll give you as
*scan be done, at the regular pike.
LIVERY CO., I siaeirp•reel ed. I
and Kentucky Avene•.
FOR
Lumber, iron,
Anderson stable.
at once. Phone
ED D.
,••
SALE
all salvage of former Harry
Purchaser to remove debris
or call on
HANNAN
Plumber '
201. 132 Rtitith 1 rtiurth /et.
lc
.
MIA h Plume I
1 The largest assortment of roses and
plants in the city, also 25,000 plants at
less than 3 cents. 175,000 other plants
to select from. See us before placing
your order.
200,000 PLANTS
Ji Schmaus Bros.
Both Phones 192
•
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4
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•
•
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The calamitous list, coming as It
' •• -, on the heels of the fatal collision
ihe British channel. when the
, etican line steamship St. Paul cut
ti.:wu the British cruiser Gladiator.
!La- upset the nerves of the admiralty
Iie
.
llie. -
, The first of today's ace'dents was
I to the British torpedo boat destroyer
t cia. which was cut in two off Kent-
Knoop. in the North reel by the
l 
..t boat Attentive.
' &LID= .-Lieu-telleill ___Erellie..-.A.,
. • 
:cher, who was In kis bunk on
aid the Gala went down with the
v. see!. All of the other olgicers and
the crew were saved., ,
1111118111111106 Boiler Explodes.
The milted.) boat destroyer Ribble
was the second war 'craft to suffer.
• it e said the 11.1•41e was struck by
tit. Gala in reeoTing from the biow
dealt by the Attentive. The Ribbie
has a lee.. cut in her plairs and she
retorted to Sheerness with two com-
pel : ments flooded.
- The flotillawas engeged in night
maneuvers at the time, and the col-
l'-ion is said to have been due to mis-
umierstood signets.. ,
The third disaster was to the Brit-
battleship Britannia. One of her
haulers exploded off Portsmouth and
four men were seriously and one
slightly injured. The Britannia is ex-
peeled to reach port tonight.
The St.* Pau: Was dry docked sad
ot a plate before the water line was
told damaged.
•
ELIN'ES ON MARRIAGE EVE
Aeh.
a* of her marriage to )oung James
Lee of Vir
5.. _ . 4e. •Aabsaallis-
.11sallTe l'M_f ) M t ISDElim. 
i leva Watkn_ __x_
idaughatt of
(assfeseiug at Shin. 'all.'., S. IL. "at facalte
n MiCava lAfe neseat. - • bet of this ei
, asd ran anay v•- - --
SMUT, Valls. S 1). \pre Z8. John en. ' "4-5"1.!""
Nnsits, sea* Jobti Ctorkseatelay eon- toting sot let Ina
ter*e.l. It * raid. thst he murdered at Ma 'mit. N t'•
111ANHIOrr S-)!li in a 0 . Medlitellt last in Il cot M-atklits
a Ionsey a filen on tit • Isanks of the her home hy .s ver
ire S•trus river meets-ma or Sioux ftleade By means
Fails. aaareseerled .n escaping
. Ha. also roues:cud, It is a•IdtAd. that Ftot y w .n.low . • A carria
tense veal's ago he hid mordered a In wattles carried her t
maim in meal, ipeia. isoftepiaa op. .tatior, taking with her t1
- -
11111111141"-sses-AhNIIIIIIMINII
Headquartars
 F o r 
II
BRITISH SHIPS
-
O I n Ma I ..si se He had it- IT 14%!. ED Nil LIFE-
.ready arranged for an _Jmnsediatel WIUTIO4 ECZEMA PATIENT.
i marriage ceremony, and it took pima --
MEET DISASTER1 Miss Watkins' arrival.
sr!thIn less thd% half an hour after larderkIden Nufferee Coseedetety curse
by Use ot D. la D. Eeterpal Welsh:.
- --
One of the neat remarkable Ec-
The couple le:egraphed Stier pa-
retail here that they were married and
/ then left Immediately after the wed- sesta cures recently credited to the
well known D. I) D. Preseription has0114!) Tot•p• do Dedroyer Sunk- dingmis ceremony on their bridal trip.
Mrs. E. WM:. 1550 West Madison.that they had fergiven 11,1 511(1 had
w red the young couple to come on street. under date of December 9
11107, writes as fol:ows:
DEFEATs wip:N DemATE,ing Eczema. It started with a little
"I suffered three years with Weep
!spot on my knees and spread fast
/Ithaca student Gain. Weeilford Pel over m ee' Y whole ) t4)41.I spent bun
in Contest 'With Five. 
-
Idredi of dollars and went to every
Iltood doctor I braid of. but kept get-ium'
ea. April o. st,s ting weeds. Noticing would ptop the
awful itch and burning
Another Dating, 4.
141miradty I.. Worried laver eatiflencie
Ititiamere--Feur Ilen Fatally
/Inn hi Ilattle..hip !trim eeee in.
MIIEN THE 111111,Elt EXPle)D1.1)
London, AprIl nos- Three disasters
to' as many earsleps of the British
Mitt exs the dislearteuing record of
(oda)
Everything in' the
bicycle line.
7 _1
S. E. Mitchell
326-378 Soul Third Str
iiamminimmapadrammorms
Mau
"I had to stay In bed from the
Middle or May to the middle of July.
Then I tried I). D D Prescription
This is the 9th of December and I am
entirety free non) the terrible dis-
ease. D. 11. D saved my life.
"When I began this treatment peo-
ple were afraid of me, I looked so
terrible. My lilt-band was the only
one who would take care of me. D.
D. D. stopped the itch at once so Isympathy, of the attdience last night
Could aTtej), wh!ch I had not done be. andthe juti.es initee4i.11, iv gave the
fore. Then I !wean to get better fast
approval.
desi:ien 'her raver. exciting general
and now my skin is clear and white,
She ',poke In "Men Women and 
not a spot anis% h. re." •
lust a few tlroos,„of D. n. D. Pre-Burnell Beings." and pleaded for a
crbreaking down of -the harriers tha 
serlpti applied to the skin bringst
__La& We vouch for I). D. D. Prescription.
exist between men and women. 
:_eisdl raeliefee-nothing to swallow or drink.
ehe is a senior in the *College 4.f Law.
traityph ta its kin ed in tw ) oe ur:, . I 1Tel." cre"Plug 1"7-1174/137-77•
W. Walker Co. Get a bottle today If
,you have any skin tn, diseie. eginThe judges were Justiee Cuthbert
W. Pound of Lockport. Professor your cure 
at once. .
Robert C. Brooks of Swarthmore and
F rederick Collin of Elmira.
BAIN 4`0141NIES oN BR RODE.
Americas. Refileeseate in.Aleakeeltuet
Ile in beefier.
City of Mexico. April 10---Tbe Fed-
erel Govertment has adopted the poli-
ce of Rot permitting the establishment
of an more eolonies of Ameecans
within lee miles of the United States
frontier,
Byron Hall of Los Angvies, Cal..
whose apelication for permissien to
estaldlah an American co:ony In Low-
er California was recently refused by
the government, has secured an option
mm .59e.11410 acres of land in the Ter
ritory of - Tepirs upon which 111AwIll
lotate the proOosed colon). The rail-
road which K. H. Harriman
o 
and as-
s ciates are puilding doe n the Pacific
slope of Mexico passes through the
Ilelady, haw It Or Wed :alad.
i% al id Illetrothed •*•eitor.
A DCAIIITI‘(. TPIOMAS.
ills. N. C . April 30.--On Gir l
cent,.-ion Steitz was eentenced 10 she bad had wade for It
lIfe ImPriroament in the penitentiars. with the other man.
She caught a I aiti Toe
• TIPP leirrldnie • Week. Inhere shr wits
gitila. who was oh his way
-tes einem lea beide.
s. the pretty 1 e-year-old
'. It. Watkins and a Fa-
in the younger society-
). changed her mind
ith Rex Bostic. a for-
and a well-nnown
n, and was Married
was stolen from
al of Bostic's
of‘ laddert Eva
from a second-
er whtch was
the railway
he trotieseen
r wedding
Matioh.4
armed
Elizaleth cook of Ithaca won the an-
nual Woodford prize in oratory at a
sonts,t held In the atmory last night,
clefeating rive of the ablest men in . . •
the senior class.
The pluthy ett-ed came into tie'
limelight mice heft, re this year when
she spoke in the intercollegiate de-
bate against Columbia after the New
Yerkeis had enttred a futile preteet
agalsst 1,--c app. a ranee She won the
hail .1ralling Hair sopped. and
lauschuill 4'und, Without Faith.
H. B. Fletcher, Butte, Mont.. (let
1199, nays: "Liks titan) othcr pee
iSe. I have been troubled for Year.,
with gambol!, and within the last few
reenths my hair came out FO badly
that I was compelled to have what 1
had left clipped vcry clove. A Went
ricominended Newino's ilerpielde. I
cstifees that I 'doubted his story; but
gave Herpicale a trSal: now my hair
• as thick as evtr, and entirely free
horn *emit-tiff." "Destroy the cause,
you remove the effect." Bemire/1e it.
a delightful hair dressing for regular
• Sold by leading druggists. Two
sizes, 50r. and $1.04). Send 10c. in
stamps for sample to The ilerplecis
res. Detrott -W . mePeet.-
,•a, lepacial 'Agent.
Foot Form Lasts Giv
Style Comfort, S
e Greatest
erVice
W .y. have no mon opoly on the best leather or the newt
expert labor, but we do claim for our shoes the
mod exact fit you can get And you must know
that fit-easy, natural tit, is the sum total of shoe service
and comfort- yrs, and styli!, too. Our shore fit becalm,
thfy are made on foot form lasts lasts strictly anatomical.
They follow the normal curves of your foot, never pinch
ing cramping. drawing or unduly rubbing any one spot.
The strain is equally distributed over tilt whole shoe. This
is why our shoes are so snugly oomfortabte, give such sur-
prising wear and keep their style intact, looking trim and
shapely to the very last day you wear them.
•
Dorothy Dodd Oxfords
$2.50 to $4.00
Florsheim Oxfords •
$5 and $6
American Lady. Oxfords
$2.50 to $4.00
American Gentlemen Oxfords
$3.50 to $5 00
Children's Oxfords, too, in the
newest lasts. $1.00 to $2.50
Lendler _6i Lydon
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BASEBALL NEWS
NATIONAL LIKAGUISI,
Standing.
P. W. L. Pct.
Chicago  10 7 3 Soo
Pittsburg 10 6 4 6.10
New York  .13 7 6 539
Philadelphia 7 6 529
Ruston - 12 6 7 462
Cincinnati  11 s 5 6 455
Brooklyn  13' 6 it 355
St. Louie  11 4 7 3-61
At Chileago.,
Chicago, April 30.--Pittsberg won
ir the ninth. After two buts. Beek
twatsout a bunt- on which Chance was
beuisheci for dieimeng. the decision.
scone: R H E
('hi -ago  ' 1 3- 1
Pit tsbing 2 5 2
Batteries -Fleister and Kling;
Caninitz. Lie6e:d and Gibson.
- Al 4 lischusati.
Cincinnati., April 30.-Clacinnati-
Lenria gai ae. called off on accouta
of cold weather.
%it Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, April 30. kept
the iloeithe hits well scattered.
The score: 11 11 E
Illooklyn 1 9 1
Philadelphia 3 7 0
Batter's.% Pastorius. Bell, Ritter
and Bergen: Ritchie and
At lionerm.
Boston. April 30.-The home team
won in the eleventh when Tunney
(Bopped Bresnahan's throw of Bates'
bunt, allowing Young to score.
The score: it 11 K
Boston 7 11 2
New York 6 9 2
Bat teries - - Fergusou. Linda ma t, •
Young and Bowertnan: Wiltse and
Mathewson, statarkey and Bresnohan.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
• Ohnikang•
fir e and
seor..
New York .....
Ht,
i -----en°11.hiletaigouia 
. 14
II
••,.1 4
Philadelphia . j.. .14
Iartrolt ..........12
Wash in g ton 11
RUE
9 3 7a's
6 615
s 6 671.
; 7 5110
7 7 5414
7 7 roOli
4 s
4 e :tes
i Iii II,wIa'li,tt hit
The scot- It it E
Veiladelphia 3 S 2
Washington . 9 9 4
Bat teries- - Dylert and Sell rev k ;
Gates, Warner befl 'Street.
At rTalils.
Tlee swore: RHZ
St. Louis 3 1 1
Cleveland ' 6 -10
Batteries -Petty: Cris % aadwats-
Phens; Rhoades and N. Clarke.
At Detroit.
The score: RUE
Detroit . ': 9 3
Chicago .6 12
Batteriel-Siever and Payee.; White'
and Sullivau.
At New York.
The seore:
New York
Boston .
Hatteries lake, leole and Kiel-
new; Yotuttu mad Crimper.
• R
5 1 4
 6 l',1
NONE HELD ft) IMAMS.
For Collision of %litericen 14aser
rata anal (liadiator.
, Yteniouth. One Apri 2e.-- A eor-
°Der's Inquest over the bodies of-four
of the 'went) men drowned mc a re-
of the collision last Battelle% he
(wren the Finer St. Paul and the
Pr dish cries' r Wactifor, was held to-
day. TOR afternoon verdict was
gisen saying the Well cline to the
deaths arcleentally and that nobody'
le eri Ina* blameable ler the col-
Ilalon. •
BRITT SUES
.‘1.1.EGIO4 THAT FALSE ST aTE-
MENTS INI)UCEI) IN!. Es:Tale:NT.
Stockholder in Southern Peanut‘'
pany Itringe George c. T1 le
son Into LiIIgatk,n,
In a suit tiled in the chancery tourt
at Memphis, T. C. Britt, one at tics
former owners of the Fourhern Pea-
nut company, asks judgment for en.-
i.e.() against George C. Theniesam,
which amount jte alleges to have told
for worthless stock in the p• i at
cempanY on the r2presestation ‘.1. Mr.
Thompson that it was a leo t :Li‘ -i-
ntent. The Commercial ase,c-al ge.er
the following account of tie sell:
"Charging false statene tits
resulted in his buying $1l.,eu worth
of alleged worthless stock, and that be
stit7h misrepresentatit.ns it, was en-
couraged to give his rw ,' to indemnify
the bank in transactions with the
Southern Peanut romp:ley, now a
bankrupt concern, T. C. Bret. of Mem
phis. filed a cross petition in the ac-
tion of the Amyrivan tiernian Nation-
s' hank vs. T. C. Brits, asking judg-
ment against the bank for $6.444)0.
"The potitten was filed In_the chan-
t-a:Av._ 'WW1- 7.14244•10-44•44$14.14bff---- a
Lot.. of AnCestors.
Trenton, Tenn., April 30.-A tea
weeks ago, near Bradford. a daughter
was born to Mx. and 'Mire C. A. Carr.
who numbers a larger number of liv-
ing ancestors than usually falls to the
lot of the .human kind. She has two
great-great-grandmothers, Mrs. • Har-
per of Crockett county. and Mrs. Vick,
of the Twenty-secend district. She
has four great-grandmothers, Mrs
George Powell, Mrs. ('as Patterson
Mrs. Carr and, Mrs. Desmond: two
grendmothers, Mrs. Desniend and
Mrs, Jim Carr: two great-gra:With-
els, C. C. Patterson and George Pow-
ell. and two grandfathers, W. H. Des-
mond and James F. Carr.
Hungry Man Pawn. His Teeth.
Glenwood Springs. Col., April 3.1.-;-
Almost dead- from hunger and enntee
to buy food. Patrktk Flynn, -a !alnirer,
yesterday hit upon the novel (Ann of
pawning his false teeth. He resed
$1, but now that he has the %%here-
sy:that to purchase edibles his tecel)
are gone and he has nothing %Ali
which to chew hie food.
ekappleusental Enumeentioe. •
Parents or guardians within the
cRy limits who have children be-
tweea the ages of six and tweaty
years, you are entitled to all the, prey-
ilesses enema splendid public sehoo.».
in order that we may draw our Aare
of the state school fend It is abeo-
Intely necessary to have the name of
every child, white air colored of
school age living In the city. It may
be possible that the enumerators
elected ty the board of education
have missed some children who
should have been listed.
It is presumed that parents ot
guardians know whether their ail-
then have been properly listed. If not
Will you kindly report same to
either of the undersigned withal the
next week.
J. A. CARNAGEY. Suet.
J. K. BONOURANT; Pres.
C. G. KELLY, Clerk.
Board of Eder:1i
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Daters, etc.
si•
tPc I¼
115 $ "lad St. Mao 351
V.../../../.......•••••/•••••••••••••,••••••/••••••••••/........,
NOTICE
Yernr special attention is
called to the elegant assort
meat of new Spring and
Summer thiods I now have
for you to select from, and
now is the tille to order
that
Easter Suit
My prices are right, stele,
tit and workmanship the
best.
Remember We also do
Dry Cleaning.
.11. M. DALTON
4.46$ Ihreadvrai
SKIN DISEASES
CAUSEDAY HUMORS IN THE BLOOD
The skin Is -provided with countless pores and glands, through
which an evapoirion is going on continually, day and night. This is
;Allure's method of regulating the temperaturv of our bodies, and pre-
serving the natural appearance of the skin. These pores and glands
are connected with tiny veins and arteries through which they receive,
from the blood, the necessary nourishment and strength to preserve
their healthy condition, and enable them to perform this duty.
So long a4 the blood is pure and rich the skin will be free from
eruption or disease, but when the circulation becornts infected with
acids and humors its nourishing and healthful properties are lost, and
its acrid, humor-laden condition cause* irritation and inflammation of
the delicate tissues and fibres of. the pores and glands, and the effect is
shown in Eczema, Ikcne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some'other distressing,
disfiguring skin disease.
•• These humors get into the
blood through a deranged or inactive
condition of the' system. Those
.nembers whose duty it is to collect
and.expel the refuse matter of the
body fail to.properly do their work,
and this surplus or waste matter is.
left in the system to sourt and fer-
ment and be absorbed into the
blood. There are also certain
other humors which get into the
blood from without. The juice or
milk.. from poisonous plants, such
• 
-ask,--Poisoft4v5"lettie-rash, etc., enters through the open
pores of the skin and takes root in
the blood. This causes a breaking'.
out which, remains for a time and
then disappears,• but returns at
zertain seasons of each year. -
The cause of all skin troubles can be traced to some kind of humor
in the blood. Smooth, healthy skins are only possible where-the circu-
lation is pure; and therefore the cure of any skin affection can only
some through a thorough cleansing of this vital fluid. Salves, washes,
lotions, etc., are valuable only for their ability to keep the skin clean,
ill:))' the itching, and tend to reduce jnflammation; they cannot correct
he trouble because they do not reach the blood. •
S. S. S. cures skin diseases of every charfcter and kind, because it
purifies the blood. It goes down int0 the circulation•and removes the
iumors that are causing the trouble, builds .tp the weak, acrid blood,
and completely cures
Eczema, Acne, Tetter,
Salt Rheum, Poison
Oak, Poison Ivy, end
all eruptions and dis-
'eases of the skin.
ECZEMA FORTY YEARS.
E want to tell you the great
good I received from the use of
8. S. S. I am now '75 years old
and had suffered with Ecseina
for forty years, and could and
nothing to our* me until I tried
▪ B. I suffered intensely
with the itching and burning;
puetules would form from
which there flowed & sticky
fluid; cruets would come on the
skin, and when scratched off,
the skin was left as raw ass
piece of beef. I suffered agony
thalami% yeara-1 sas.nailintwa. --
bat when I amid S. 8. 9.1found
• perfect cure. Ther• has
never been any *turn of the
trouble. C. EL SVA.N19.
Stockholm, Neb.
•
1
• •• driven the humor from
When S. S. S. has
PURELY VEGETABLE the blood, and cooled
 and cleansed the acid-
heated circulation,
every Symptom passes away, the skin is' again nourished with rich,
healthful blood, and comfort is given to disease-tortured skins.
Special hook on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free.
S. S. S. is for sale at all drug stores.
- • ?RE SWIFT SPEFJFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It Is a great deal cheaper to place annual eubscriptione to sev-
eral magazines at the same time and order them Wl together from
us, than it la to buy the same maganinws singly or subscribe to them
separately. Combination club offers are now made by *glee sub-
scribers to several magazines an secure bargain- prices, sonistlease
gettlog three or four magazines for the price of one or two. Sub-
scription, may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may be-
gin with any month. Let us know whet megazines you are tab-
mg now or what magazines you want to take next year, and we will
quote the combination price, showing saving to be effected.
SAMPLE
McClure's Magazine 11.50
or American
Reader Magazine.... ILOO
'Metropolitan -1.50
or World _Today
or Woman's HOMMI
-Companion $6.00
All for $3.00. Half Price
Reader Magazine ...$3.00
Review of Reviews ..3.011
or Outing
or Ainsiee's
or Smart fist
$6.00•
Both fee $0.00, Half Price
Horne Magazine ....$1.00
McClure's ..1.50
or Cosmopolitan
or American
or Success
Both for
BARGAINS.
Cosmopolitan $1.511
Home Magazine .. ..1.00
Success .1.00
or American
511.00
All for SK.110
Weekly Inter Oosan
and Farmer ....$1.00
McCail's Magazine .. .11
(with pattern)
Home Magazine.... 1.60
$2.60
All for 11.15. Half Price
Deeiener.. ..$0.110
(with fashions)
Cosmopolitan .. 1 en
Reader Magazine .. 3 00
$2 60 $4.56
$1.05 All for $ILOS
Complete Subscription Catalogue, with beautiful Harrison Fisher
cover, listing all magazines singly and in clubs at Mend rates, sent
you free, on receipt of postal card request.
Central Magazise Agency • - Indianapolis. Indiana.
The 13obbs-HerrIlll
W. F. Pastes, R. Rawly,
Preasident, Cashier.
P. Paryear,
Assistant enabler.
CH INNS' SAVINGS BANK
t•s• ••••••••••••••1
1 it rid I SrUltOINVfl
Lily Depository State Depository
aphid S 1011.000
Snrphill r,g. 0100
sitockiloiden• liability  100 , MIN)
(4111 security if . ............ Ir201t 1,000
Areennts of Individual, and firma solkited. We appreciate
amaII aa well as large depeettore and accord to all the MUM eourfeoes
b.atment.
IN I ER EST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
OPEN BAT17RDAY MGM% FROM 7 TO fl O'CLOCK.
a
•-•...11•1•11••••••..••-.
The Ereobig 11110--1011. ir
-eweeseassifese 4•11411.‘•
VISO VOW*
••••••
TUE PADre.til *PENING SVC
THI'RSDAY, APRIL 30.
_
be Vabucab Sun
3221111R110011 AND WIM:I.T.
'MR WM PUBLISHING GOBI:PAW]
INFOORTONATED.
V. M. TURIN& Presidia&
IL a. TaZ1011„ General Maseset.
Naterall at tile posteNce at r---
Eli.. as emend clam Matto&
OVIIMICIIMTTION NATION
MN DAILY Ma
Ily Carrier. per week Ai .1.
Illy sham per month, in &avenge.. .1
Mg mall, per year, In adVarbell ....WU.
MN miNNEUT SUN.
Ter year, by mall. postage Pb14 • •11-1.
address TIIN BUM Pateoalk Ly..
Oalee. 116 Ionia ,Tlitrd. Mose tat
Payne II Young. CMOs.% fia4 Nea
York, representatives.
11131 SUN am be rouse at Use &Watt
places.
L11. D. Chaments li Oa
Van Culla Bros.
Palmer Hotta&
alizia
(1.i1C,411U-1110
Nt:TW.ilklir
TIWRSDAY, APRIL 30.
•
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
illisbadm e "-4"-'-' laws. , a
March-100S.
2 3933 17 3934
.1 311t4 18... ..... 3925
..1.............a_sa39,2 a 1r9, .. , . ,443945
Ai 392'1 20 3945
6 3937 21 3943
7 3940 23 3940
.1 3936 24 3940
10 3932 25  3945
11.. 3932 26 3962
11 3929 27 3971
It 3938 28 3977
14 ‘.3944 30 3978
11  .3936 31 3987
/ 102,516
NWerage for March, 1908 3943
Average for March, 1907  3844
Increase  99
Personally appeared before me, this
April 1, 1908, R: D. McMillen, busi-
ness manager of The Sun. who affirms
that the above statement of the cir-
culation of The Sun for the month of
March. 1908. is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
10, 1912. .
PTITR PrRTEAR, .
Notary PablIe.':'
I
. .
Daily Thought.
Never to tire, never to grow cold; '
to be patient, sympathetic, tender; to I
look for the budding flower and the
opening heart: to hope always: lik• I
Gc,c1 to love always-that is duty.- 1
Arnie!.
I
West Virginia instructs her four I
delegates at large for Taft. l
___-__
They can't even rush the can from 1
.he town pump in Brookport. I
Temperamental incompatibility be- 1
ween George Chinn and his job lit i
Oven as the reason for divorelngeilm, i
rom the warden's ofnce at Frask- I
ort. 1
o 1
Three thousand Shakkak Khurds (
Hinged Urumiah, Salmas and Khoy, f
,nd 600 Soavvars were sent at an ex- 1
eniie of 25.000 romans from the (
'abriz customs All this happened in (
Teheran. Look it up, i
THE REAL REWARD.
Taking no side in the question of 1
'warding honors to the High school 1
graduates of '08, The Sun is inclined 1
.o consider the system as rather per-
nicious in its tendency, even though
nonestly carried out. The only merit
a it is the idea v f stimulating pupils
o friendly rivalry in their studiee,
and yet. so far as we know the only
punt's in this elisos of 12 who strove
or the honors were the three on
whom the honors were conferred. If
that is so, not only does the honor
system fail In its very object, but it
must have a deleterious effect on some
pupils, who might reason that as far
as honors are concerned, they will
receive no more credit than the back-
ward pupil, who barely escapes
"flunking"
Necessarily the three winners must
be among the brightest pupils in the
class. There may be some Just at
keen of intel:ect, who don't take an
interest in the honors, or who through
*iciness or some other cause were
prevented from competing: but the
dullard cannot possibly have a •how,
Herein, the system fails, bet wise the
dull pudll is the one that needs the
education and training most, and that
most should be stimulated to exert
his utmost effort Yet he. work as he
may, sees the prize in school going to
someone, who works no harder, but
Is more highly endowed, and right in
the beginning of life he is brought to
a realization that the conspicuous
honors go to the brighter minds, and
he may be discouraged yd ruined
for usefullnees In after life
Pupils In the public school should
be taught to strive after excellence
In work, not for Materlst rewards,
but for the satisfaction the work itself
bring* i'nder the honor system two
or three are encouraged to strive In
bitterness of heart for the glory of a
name. There is then nothing left with
which 'to stimulate the other pupils
The faculty has offered the three
honors a. the rewards of diligence.
The honors nitnrally are accepted by
the pupils as the ultimate object of
their work in school, and failing to
Secure them they are to be pardoned
for regarding their school work SP a
failure.
W. constantly endeavor to treed-
_er
ionors of the world are not to be dee
sired above the rich reward of one's
own conscienee, slid then in our
schoola post 'Uprise that gives the lie
el ever) principle ot living we tear!'
eo makeshift to stimulate ludustr.
.an ever take the place of pride in the
notellence of perfbrntance, of Joy In
achievement for the work's own sake.
School is preparation for after life,
and babes of tbought and the view
of life one acquires in the school
room are apt to remain with one,
more or less modified, until death.
All credit is due to those, who see.
log the plize, worked for it honestly
and diligently. They will be reward-
ed finally, not in accordance with the
grade. they made, but in proportion te
he effort they put forth. And those
who plucked the honors richly de-
serve the pleasure it gives them; but
the real benefit will be measured to
them as it is measured to those who
strove and failed.
ROLL CALL FOR TAFT.
The Evening Journal expects a tre-
mendous Republican victory in this
state when the party Is gotterf to-
gether and straightened, out foe the
conflict ahead of it. In William H
Taft it will have a candidate of such
consummate viril ty that not call% will
he receive the full vote of the party,
but he will attratt thousands of Dem-
ocrats who will recognize his ability,
Judgment and patriotism -Albany
IN. Y.) Journal (Rep').
Theelneleateens seem now to poin
to Taft's nomination on the first bal-
lot: it is possible the roll call will
never be completed. But, what is of
more Interest, the indications also
point to his nomination on 54:I015'
other ballot, if not on the first. Here-
tofore it has been widely asserted that
if Taft failed on the first ballot his
cause would be lost. But now it be-
gins to appear that he will be In a
position to gain votes if the balloting
s protracted, each of the opposing
candidates being supported by delega-
tion i more or less weak kneed, and
o other candidate having anything to
speak of but local strength.-Omaha
World-Herald (Dem)
The results of recent Republican
conventions in a number of states
offer nothing but encouragement to
he candidacy of Secretary Taft for
he presidential nomination, and he
now seems assured of receiving the
honor on an early ballot. It was con'
eded from the time Secretary eleaft
said "hands, off" to his friends In
'favorite sons" states that such states
oak' declare for their own (tend,
ates, but they, have all done so In
such a way as to show that the secre-
ary has strong friends on their dele-
gations who will be for him Just as
soon as it is shown that the "favorite
tons" hhve no chance. wh le in all
states where there etas a contest he
as fared fully as well as his man-
gers have claimed he would. -Idaho
tatesman (Rep).
In New York a volunteer organize-
ion of business men is working for
r. Taft. This organization is not
onnected with any political club and
s not made up of oflice-seekers.the)
re simply werking for the best man
her can find. A preof of any man's
tness to accept the highest gift from
he peopletof the country is when the
orees that are independent of pont'
al rings and the office-holders and
eekers may have ulterior motives.
ut the citizen who volunteers with-
ut any hope of personal gain is the
ne whose opinion is worth respec-
ng.-Baltimore American (Rep).
Near Louisville tobacco men will
alive tomatoes. That is infinitely
ore desirable than what they have
ein raking in this sec'ion.
LITTLE DAUGHTER
OF MR. AND MRS. ALB  ItT 6.ill-
Nilit HMO OF' PNKUMONIA.
Five.1 ear Oki (111151 Hurled at Neu
Bethel This Morning at
10 fl'cltw-k.
The floi-year-oldeieughter of Mr
and Mrs Albert Garner, of 709 South
Twelfth etreet died Wednesday morn-
ing at 8:30 o'clock. after lingering
five weeks with brotohial pneumonia
road brain trouble The family hres
the entire sympathy of their many
fteends in this wad hour of b.-weave -
Intent. Thwy left this morning at
7:45 o'clock for New Bethel, Ky..
where the funeral will take place at
11 o'clock.
SPLIT IN TENNESSEE.
Ninth Diatrlet Repuhlkone Hoid Nepa-
1 rate °DWI t /Una.
Cnion City Tenn . Apr:I nft -The
Ninth Republican congressional con-
vention resulted In • split between
the Evans and Brownlow factions.
The Evans followed, endorsed Taft
for president and R. Clay Evans for
vice-president. The Brownlow fac-
tion eiected two who were unin-
structed
Will Mork Itreovering,
I Will Work. who e as stabbed by
John Holland during NI Nan at the ,
ball ',ark a iv( ek art Is rreoverinil
and no wtrious results are ant :ciliated
front thbe wound. The stabbing oc-
curred after lisseaml. who le man-
/
*ger of the Indeuenden• hall team,
ttad been knocked down hr !Mork
with a hall bat It 11A ,, first tilought
aIrMaszaiy taturett
1  Copyrtata., Is": to met'lure, Mulles a Co.
5he
MYSTERY
By Stewart Pdward White
Aid Samuel Hopkins Adana
right sorrgeou
"I Infully think Ur. Ede uu,'da would
Lv driveu overboard by a fire which
did hut even all,Ift'h his ship - suggest-
ed the captelu
"It drove our lot overt...ant." insist-
ed Steele. you thinek ee. mere a
puck of eewards? I tell you, elieu
dant lieliish thing broke lock.e you haul
to gut It wasn't fear. It wasn't pain
It wae-what's the use? You can't ex•
plain a thing like that."
"We certainly maw the glow the
aright Bill Etrwareis was-diusappear-
ed." mused Forsythe.
aUaued from brae.)
And agile' night before last," said
(00 last the eaptain.
CHAPTER X X VI. "W
hat's that'!" cried Slade. "Where
Is the Laughing Lass? Isn't she in tow'r"
'ER the wardroom of the Wol- -In tow?" wild Forsythe. "No, in-
held after Slade had finished 
deed. We hadn't adequate facilities
Captain Parkinson, aud
fur lowing her. Didn't you tell him.
NAM 
erect In his chair, staring fixedly at It 
Mr. Barnett?"
"Where is she, then?" Slade tired the
spot two feet above the reporter's bead,
eeemed to weigh as a judge weighs the 
question at them like • cross exam-
hoer,
facts so picturesquely Pet forth. lyr.
Trendon, his sturdy frame half in
shadow, had slouched' far down into
himself. Only the regard of his keen
acres fixed upon Slade's Nee une•avcr-
'ugly and a hit anxiously showed that
he was thinking of the narrator as
well as of the narrative. The others
had fallen completely under the spell
of the tale. They sat as chiltIreu lu a
theater,• absorbed, forgetful of the
world around them, wrapped in at more
vivid element, At tbe chew they stir-
red anti blinked. half dazed ley the' ab-
rupt fall .4 the curtain.
Slade line tale" his story with tire
with sennething of passion even. Noll
'le Telt ire eberpereftex: He motterets-
uncerttlinly beneath his breath and
:Lanese' from one to another if the eir-
"led faces.
"That's all." be said unsteadily.
There passed through the group n
lit' mid a almoner. Some one broke
mutt) sharp roughing. Chairs, shoved
suck, greed en thr• firer.
'Well, tit' 80 the extraordinary"- lee-
eau a vole! rtiminetingly and broke off
=bort as if alautheg at Its owu
:ion of the stilettee. •
"That's all." repented Slade, ut note
of Insistence In lila .voilV. "Wily 11(111'1
you say something? ettlifoutul
why don't you say eenterhing?" /Ibs
seecet rose husky and cnicked. "Don't
vou believe it?"
"Hold oil:" said the nurgeou quietly
.No need to got excited."
"Oh, well" muttered the reporter.
with a wielder) lapse, "possibly you
think I'm rentaucing. It doesn't mat-
ter. I don't. eupposw I'd believe it my-
self in your phice."
"But we're heading for the island."
suggested Forsythe.
"That's so." cried Slade. -Well,
that's all right. Believe or disbelieve
nut much as you like. Only get Percy
Darrow off that island. Then we'll
have his version. There are a few
bium I want to find out about, my-
self."
"There are several that promise to be
fairly Interesting." said Forsythe un-
der his breath. • s
Slade turned to the captake. "Have
you shy questions to put to me, sirr
he asked formaily.
"Just one ruoment." Interrupted
Trendon. "Boy, it pony of brandy for
Mr. Slade."
The reporter drank the liquor sied
'Wahl turned to Captalu Parkinson. 
1.04111410111141330113034343111111414421•4weol
"Only about oar saki the cone ' ;
mending Miller after a little thought. 
VOICE OF ;IIE PEA.11'1.E
Slade shook his head.
"I'm sorry I eaue help you there. Mr." teWie‘42°§424.1.4141,1401144061"*"
"Dr. Trendon said that you knew tOice of the re ore, A ..sPV-qw
Fountain Avenue rhumb.
"Felwardar repeated Slade' inquir-
ingly Ills mind, m
ill in the Paducah needs most of all in +unit
lines one or more modern up-to-date 
events which lie had been relating.
groped baek wa rd. 
churches in the residents' sections Of 
the nn.y one ever marked down be-
Trenden came to his /11.1. "Barnett the cite% While
 a town has from one cause' 
a lesson was learned too well.
asked you about m. hi you remember to five thousand, the 
downtown church So, in making the. per cent I d'el.
It war when you recovered 
coned° er churches can serve all th•-• people, in 
spite of all the ditneetties cove -
nests. Our ensign. Took over charge 
but when reople begin to live from Pelted to face
. and having to raise
of the lAughing Lass." 
one to three miles from the hueluess m) self from a mos
t a condit en
y
..oh, of course. I was a little itawd, centers then it becomes
 necessary t„ wholl undeserved, is sheen
I fancy." 
build tbene places of worship nears';' peri
or work never before
"We put Mr. Edwards Reecet when
we drat plI'litS1 Up the deserted jut hoOn-
er,- espialtied the vaptain.
"Pardon me." said the other. "My
head doesn't neer') to work quite right
yet. Jest a mentent. please." lie Nit
silent, with dewed eyes. '.'You may you
picks.' tip the Laughing Lass. When?"
he asked preeently.
"Four-Ave-six days ago, the first
time."
-Then you put ont the firer'
The circle eloreed in on Slade, with
an uneemecione hitching forward of
chairs, He had fixed his eyes on the
captain. His month worked. Obvi-
ously he wet ',leder a teensity of en-
deavor in keeplior his faculties set to
the problem. The surgeon watched
him, frowning.
-There was no fire," said the cap-
tain.
Slade II•apPII in his chair. "No floe
But I saw her, I tell you When I
went overboard she was one living
Mime!"
"You landed lu the small boat.
Knocked you senseless," kid Trendont
"Concussion of the brain, Idea #0
flame might have been a retroactive
IntlIncination."
"Retroactive rot!" cried t be other el
beg your pnreion. Dr. Trention. but if
Ywild seen her as I saw her- Bar-
nett!"
He turned in appeal to his old ae-
qunIntance
"There war 4 fire. Slade." replied
thenexecntive otlicer gently. -No sign
of fire that we (vied find, etotept tliti
the starboard rail wits plistered.-
"tth. (hut watt fr  the volcano,"
1411iii Wade. -Thai was nothing"
"It V141/1 all there %lin,- returned Bar•
nett.
-.1net let IIIP run Hula thing over."
said the free lance slywly -Yee' found
the SI•1104/11Pr. She wrool't aline Ph,'
didn't even seem to have been Mire
You pie a crew els.eni tinder your en-
sign, Edward.. Storm eepnrated yeni
Demi her. You picked her tip again
deeerted. Is Hest right?"
"Day before yesterday morning."
'red the other exciteelle.
Are wits Idering ill the tikne.
It broke out, and your men jook 104114,
WSW' .•
"11111P1011111,1P.•' said iteruett.
r' • the Meth dew -
"Why, we shipped another crew me-
tier Ives and alethaire that noon. We
were parted ngaln and haven't seen
them sinee "
"Cod forgive you!" said the reporter.
"After tbe warnings you'd had tool It
was- it wase,--
"My orders. Mr. Slade." mid l'aptain
Parkinson, with quiet dignity.
"Of course. sir. I beg y011r pardon."
returned the other. "But you say you
San' the light again?"
"The first night they were out," said
Barnett in a low voice.
"Then your sevond crew is a"ith your
first crew," said Slade ellately.
they're with Ttarackles and Putt and
Solomon' and nines -Meek
hearted seoundrel and brave seaman
Down there!"
Ile pointed underfoot. Captein Perk-
!noon rose end went to his ttibin Slade
rose, too, but his knees w..re uneteutly
Ile tottered, slid but for the swift nni
of Barnett's arm would have fallen.
orenb,ne,•' said 'Dr. 'I resident. Iv ath
some irritation. 'vest you sonletfinior
In strength. Foolish performat:ce. Turn
in now."
SIntle tried to pmtest, but tin. surgeon
would not eear of it null marched Irina
incontinently to bis berth Iteturning.
Trenden reported, with growls of slit'
content, that his patient 3. Ina fever.
"Couldn't expect anything else." he
fumed. "Pack of human interrogation
Paints bounding him all over the
place.-
-What do you think of his story?"
asked Formythe.
The grizzled surgeon drew out a el-
g ir, lightrd it, took three deilberete
puffs, tuneel It about, examined the
ash end with concentratcon, Ind re
pilede
"Man's telling a straight story."
"You think it's ail tree?" cried For-
sythe.
"Humph!" grunted the other. "lie
thinks it's all true,"
An orderly appeared anti knocked at
Ihe captaie's Cabin.
"Reg porrItin. sir," they heard him
..ny. "Mr. Carter would like to kilo.%
bow ei,vse Is to run, Volcarto'n atling
tip pretty had, air"
Captain Parkinson webt on deck, fol.
lewed by the rest.
(To be coothswed In Seat Issue.)
nothing ationt Edwards."
Bright and fresh
as the summer morn
are-the-new -wash
dress fabrics which
are coming in daily •
to teplenisli stocks. Dainty and
crisp are the weaves to be seen, the
colorings being the most charming
of the season's neztest tints. Mi-
lady will find here the show of
materials that will please her.
She'll quickly see that our styles
are newest and, to a great extent,
exclusive. "Guthrie" means new-
est qnd best. : : • •• • • •
s..•• 
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to them. In ',electing a site for a res-
idential church greet dare aboakl to.
manift acted.
A corner lot shosidtbe sect red- 4
double corner if possibbs...ifbe neith-
lentood :Mould fate* awe buildlry,t and
temirld have an oe ash4 l: na h-elp Ini
I Lc matter of 
erect'f
A bingo rhou"ti
be built in keeping whiliftste-general
surroundings e ft II not . herl plan
to hutid somewhat ahead, of present
demands for it the etlection Is a good
one general improvement will go on
from year to year. In A community
where the homes. rangw it •thet from
$ lerte to 31,5011 the church eboioe
rest at least erefistil fen It repremnis
the combined effort, of the a hOie cent-
niunity while the home, Me onl. the
a NOTIS of individuate. The offlcia.-
of the Trinities street chem.! have
tiled to meet all the above tvonditione
au,d if the effort to build
evcattairfully threugti the clime-A wilt
let ope of the.. beet churches In the
eenference in a abort while. The lo-
tality is ideal. .
The park with its statut, fountain,
glean P4S1, beautiful wal.ks, luxuriant
st ride and flower beds will be the
mon( attractive spot In Paducah. The
building of this cfiureh will increase.
the value Of every piece* of property
I", or near that neighborhood. The
beard 111 willows tte do • barge pert of
the building this year,
-CHURCH M AN.
In ((elf Derma,. ,
And yet. I came out third. when I
should have strain d far above the reel
I True. 1 stopped scheol twee, once
for a eta.. *Rein for a wet k. Ituf evt ry
lesson and ever) test thervinioted was
earefu ly made up.
I So at the dose I can truftiffibv fat'
that my career in High leered has
be"n one continual pi r li From
the very first was hi It'd for no
eainestnese and my anibition. I went
to :earn. sal I applied nit self, not
tseause of the impending honors, lee
because it is the duty of every etudeee
to devote his whole time and energe
ths work before him. And of the
race 'Mentioned In one of the Iota]
papers, I Was totally unaware
• I am sorry of this epublielty and
hope rid more will toi forted upon nie
And I wish every one to know that I
bear np ill will tosatds my class-
mates and the teachers who have
donee r.ght by nut.
ELEANOR HOCK
SCHOOL NOTES
Superintendent .1 A Cernagev t.
celved an 'spied. at ie»t th ts mot nit e
from Miss MAW: C IiIII.••• fm
hio-it,t'n (Ii a If
Roberta taught at the rrank.in build- s
Ina for eve %ern; yrico, hot her health
become r.. bad ehe had to se te. Co'o-
!dee,. she, writ, m tria• ht r health is
1(.1ill)Ittek 3:: of the
re u,nnne relatems have III made hi
tIi,' .1,1111111til,I• II/'r anal, all I/P
on the. eligible I 1st I the•
Von of teat hers in Ma) arid heftae
the tieginteng of III hiPII in Septerniser
thete may he seveiaI re•dtillailoha an
ss Itubeits will lie given the fits'
/Lace.
The pular. of the etgl.th glade Ws
try under rho d rertion of Miss
Kate White had thetr it soon with the
atereopttcon i inst. ad Of MIAP WhIZP
.eelelnlec th.• nearehes or the gen-
erals during tb. cio1 war the plipi
And gaud ni tilti heve• •heen ob-
tained Dons iii r airmiatIon.
tlflirs: CON VEDF:11.11TF:.
.181,14.• Mriffulaivetu-r Neu firteame
t.I1 Prams%
N. a 0.1e3na. April 30 -Judge
h•,,,,ept Milts Ube flier. a ho au one of
two teenfeeerate commissioners
e h., aoe,..•4 N a po ;eon III in
h. half of 1`.• entithern states. I. deal.
aged If The notemn was to obtain
aid for Confedcr•les. Ho. bad Jot
and "hive' with the emperor bat Lee
I'll! shot t his mission.
A nanoncesseesst.
e take. pleasure in Unworn.
rio pub!, that after May 1, 1905. as
sili • 1•10.• s to Mr J W Agnew,
wilt be ready to do all kinds of bank
and ern... titterer end carpenter work
Shoo 71.1 smith Fifth street, Esti-
mates cbeeifeliv given
Joe ARTS.
ItOltleltT K. 111 ASO N
YOU DON'T HINE TO WAIT
Newry dam* makes you feelbetter Les•Pe
keyways.? wbol• rieSt. Scold ea Ilb•
eaest7-bag k pits vvervvraete. Moe 10 teat*
Thinga are alas). looking up to A evoked walk diacounta the
the man II me% '1) I t thew 'Tr „r k
I TOUR 01- ILLINols ISM'S. I GIVE up WORK BECAUSE OF
I wish to correct an error in yester
day evening's Sun. and J am thankful
for this opportunit, of presenting
myself In the true light which has
been so carefully concealed. ,
I First of all I wish to fay that in
declining third honor the decision lay I
not with my parents. but with myself,
and I did en not because I desired a I
higher honor, but because I deserved
one.
I I was the oniy or.° who took
ecietue, the mote drillcalt subject
offered; I WA* the et A one atIqwed
to take both Prone deetill lt:
.
more than that I wsrAlle only 611141
that had to contend against the 2.••
.f p Lascbaf;.ing
•
Wisely Several Regiments min Train
This Senaon,
Springfleld.Ill. April -- The fol-
lowing are the dates fixed' for the
annual tour of deity of the Illinois
National Guard this year:
Fifth Infantry at Camp Lincoln
Springfield, June 14 to 21, '
Third Infantry at Camp Lincoln,
June. 21 to 25
Sixth Infantry at I amp Lincoln,
JiinP 29 to July 5
Seventh Infantry Pia, t ice- March.
Judy 5 to 12.
Second Infantry Practice March.
July 12 to 19,
First Cavalry Practice March. July
21) to 2.7.
Artillery Battalion at Camp Logan.
Jul, 19 to 26
First. Fourth anti Eight! Infantry
will maneuver with the regvlar troopt
at Fort liarrleon. at In-
dianapolis, gepteMber 11 to 211
'
• Vetoes a gert like, a man she can
h-il make hike tjek
HIS WEAKENED CONDITION
Mr. Earl McCoy. living at. 15.94;
Branson street, ,Marion. Ind., has
peeped through an experience that Is
being duplicate-1 every day In every
town and city of any cone...quern-, in
lb/. United States. It furnishes &bun-
Arms proof of the corr..' (rove of L. T
Cooper.* theory In regard to the de•
generacy of the human stomach, and
kows vomited% I) the merit possaem-
eti by his New Discovery ene.dierine tr,
reelore the weekened syetem to full
strength And vleor.
Mr MeCay says: "Pear a long time
have been a sufferer front stomach
trouble. I was unable to retain way
freft. bees me wenk and ruin
down that I wag compelled no 'Rev
work My sywtem was nearly • wreck,
and I had tried so many remedies
rind spent en mush money wItbotil de
r riving any benedt, that I became Ma-
ronlurg 
null 
itiff.daangdals:ve up hope of everbi
"I heard a greet deal of Mr. Omit-
• I'll !henry arid 11144111•ITIO, and after
nee+ heeitetionleccided to try it The
reeler was a Ilene/Int surprise 'before
I had taken halt of the first bottle,
I was able tea retein all food eaten,
and Inv strength liegen to return I
hair, taken six or seven bottle*, avid
ant feeling. filet I sett and rimer welt
I do not comet at night, and ata •hie toiterformett.hard day."' work I can
(71) 7tt:ortitueirlyY, "(off; mitnihenads do°°e9Pne. iracilinANPe lwr
Per met"
The Cooper remedies are meeting
with remarkable enecesill whettyor
they are introduced. They are with-
out a rival In toning up a weakeeod
and run-dow n system. W. sell • .
----W. B. MCP 4
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FISH OF ALL KINDS
•
For Friday
Strawberries Receivcd Daily
-----At the--
IDEAL MEAT AND GROCERY MARKEt
THE LOCAL NEWS
- Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, .00%
Druadeay Phone I96.
Forms for real estate agents for
sale at this office.
- Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
fterarfew-troorttre.mird t torte
gutted an Interest In his business and
*hall leek after it for tem. Any in-
formation with referenee to any
branch of it will receive pronipt at-
tention if ;on will call up The Sun
office. Both phones 358. E J. Pax-
ton.
- Dr Warner. veterinarian. Treat.
merit of domestic animals. lioth
phone* 131.
--We can give you the finest car-
riages in the city for wedding, ball
and theater calls. Our prices are low
er than those charged for like service
in any .It In America. Our service
Is second to none. and the beef in this
NEWS OF COURTS
Circuit Court Orders.
Ttia: of the suit of Mrs Mary Bad
thaser against the Mutual Life Insur-
ance company was reset for the
twenty-first day of the term. The
wittt-tsr1re-eolier4 $-2 .ø4-e--* pelisse
h••Id by Lotile P Beetles-I% on which
liablity is denied, because the pay-
ment of premiums had lapsed. t is
contended that there seere extended
Insurance values on the policy.
The cases of Coleman & Linn
against B. B Bloodworth and the
Eyansville Brewing company against
Illoodeorth were consolidated.
An absolute divorce was granted
Ash Penn from Willie Penn.
In County Court.
Judgment was rendered In the
county court against Mrs Josephine
fer taxes on $2.7.00 worth of
For house number., door plate., years.
brass stenci:s,. brae, and aluminumi
checks of all kinds, rubber type Ages , la Basskruptcy.
markets See The Dianiond Stagee,̀  Judite E. W. Hamby. referee In
Works. 115 South Third Phone 358 benkruptcY. has received instructions
-Cameras, Cameras, Cameras. and trm Judge Evans to take proof in
kaiak supplies of all kinds at R. D. the Paducah Glass company case and 
Preseive home weddings and one in
Ciements & Co. report to hint at Louisville. The which 
much social interest centered.
-films anticipating the purchase move to force the company Into hank- 
was that of Miss Marjorie Scott and
of anything in monumental work ruptcy was made Some weeks ago by Mr 
Edwin Elmore Bewley. of Fort
should ets the artistic display of mar- the credtors. and a majority of the 
Worth. Texas. which was solemnized
tile and granite at the shop of W11- stockholders of the ooneern voted to 
last evening at 9 o'clock in the pre's-
liar I.00n. West Trimble street. be- 
admit the •cts Af bankruptcy charic.4 ence of a number of interested friends
fore placing their orders, and have the affairs of the company and 
relatives at the home of the
_ W. F Perry, painter ani deco. wound up in the bankrupt courts bride's 
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
rator. estimates furnished. prices rea- w
ithout protest.. but upon proles! 1. Scott. on North Ninth street.
&enemy.. old Td„,n., 155d. shop and being made to two of the stisekhold I The epacious home made an ideal
residence 1.26 Clark ere Judge Evans referred the matter ,nvironment and the 
decorations were
to the referee to take proof.. unusuall% artistic. The entire floor
was thrown together. The woodwork
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
........g.,••••••••NerWWW.....W......••••••••••••••••••••••
iteeepthre in Honor of °reit-Howard
, Wedding.
Immediately after the ceremony.
which took place at the parsonage of
the St. Francis de Sales church Tues-
day afternoon at 4 o'clock, uniting
Miss Julia Alberta Greif and Mr.
Grover Lee Howard, a reception was
given at the bride's home, Ave miles
from the city on the Benton pike.
The bride is the cultured and at-
tractive daughter of Mr. and airs.
Adrian Greif. Mr. Howard, whose
home is in this county, has been in
‘Vewoka, Okla., for five years and is
a young man of good business pro-
. •
Paducah were out. The 'guests num
bered over one hundred.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard will remain
here for two or three weeks visiting
friends and relatives, after which
p• r eto list during the 
they will go to Wewoka. Okle.. where
city. P•imer Transfer Company. pre t -failed 1
If you want • Wee slaws sow past five' years Judgment was also ih". will make their "me'
Brunson's lawn grass mod. Plower rendered against John W McKnight Mr. and Mrs. P. 
B. Howard. of
Wewoka, and Mrs
seed that grow. Brunson's Flower for taxes of $.; ono •otttr-or prop- 
. Marshall, of We-
ll-bop, 529 Broadway. lefty not listed for taxation for five 
woka, were among the out oftown
guests present for the wedding. •
Brant Mil Hone. Wedging of MIMI
Scott and Mr. Bewley Lase
Evening.
One of the most beautiful and Im-
y goer, left laet_.
eight for (loldfield Ne‘ .to bring
baek W Jehneen. who purchased
t tor from A Poiesee. and gave a mg
iisnicitit It will take tl•
reice for the doeteti%e to bring his
prieeter ba k to KentuekY
44It
'was almost concealed with smilax and
the police court docket this morn- palms and the mantel and cabinets
was: Common gambler--John were banked with palms and ferns.
Bulger. f-ontinited until MIRY 2: Er- while garlands of the southern smilax
nest Elmendorf, cenenued until Ma.) niade a continuous frieze of green In
In Puffer Clouse.
Ili fere auarilleg the contract for 2. Breach of pe
ace Riley rItman the hall. parlor and library 7 Trailfng
vie constroct on of 's waiting room and - Johnson. Johnson Mired 
$ ines were grpcefully festooned over.7.
at 0.1, Grove eemetery the cemetery and costs and Pitman dismissed. Im- the double doorways. Tall vases of
s 
I oromItee late night drifted to ask for morello --John Thompson and Ma"1 pink carnations were i
nterspersed
bide on a structure to he built entire- Mathew,. continued until tomorrow
 among the greenery in these rooms.
o of roner,tc Th,,,,minst.t... air,.ao Breach of peace WEI Ratelift. $27. The chandeliers were especially etre.--
bas reoetv. II proolsais on both hrick and coots Drunk- I. B Frost. $1
i
vy," in the charm and simplicity of
au,1 f' iii:.. struct sr - tlie orb  • and costs   f ferns artistic-rat
hg from $elie $1.2f.e.
The coni•rete sides alks rem.
e•t• tiered to I i..•1-1/.. rjobn M, -
AA Attachment.
In a sett filed In the circuit court
by the ffirst National bank against
has,- been enuipleted and J. Wilhelm. Cir.. and the estate of
lbe ',oar(' of public works will go out Mrs. M. E Beadles an attachment is
tontort is aft•rneion anti insof-t the asked against the property of Mrs
work Mr Eatterjokti now has a Mar.. Halm ticluding her Interest in
tare. force of wit 4.111‘41)11i In put- ,the old Bradlee home place at Fifth
love sin %mike along Tenness•n• ,l an Jeffereon streets and a house and
SIT,. I ••ot on Fountain avenue. The suit is
- The Ladi•s Mite society of the i hrought to recovir on notes amount-
Fire! Rawls, church will meet Prides ing to $1.1110 which were executed to
aftertioon at 3 Welts k with MT̀  K the bank by the Register Newspaper
It lerharthon. 32,0 leelth Wei company with James IC Wilhelm.
s•rert
Ella a Wilhelm and M. E. Beadles
SPRING CLEANING
TIME
INSFCT POWDER
In the mind of the scrupu-
lous looiteivife, spring clean-
ing NIA env eater initiators are
-indissolubly linked - a n d
rightly so. Bug entermina-
tors. insect powders and moth
balls are as necessary to house
cleaning as soap and water
and we have the best line of
them that can be bought. We
handle the Diamond Brand of
pure Delmatian Insect Powder
put up in convenient sized
packages
5c to 25c
I ?ACM
GILBERT'S
DRUG STORE
4th & !roadway Both !bow 77
as securities, and on a note for
$2,750 executed dis James and Elia
R. Wilhelm as principals and M. E.
Beadles as surety, the total amount
stied for being $4,1s0.
0, The attachmeeragainat Mrs. Ruin's
property te belied on the claim that
the property was received from her
mother's estate before the note for
which the mother was liable was paid.
Suit. aeldng that the propetty owned
by Mrs. Ella B. Wilhelm be hold to
,ettsfy a jn.istment rendered tipsiest
the same parties in. favor of the
Globe Bank and Trust company for
$5,5ou, Wes filed yesterday. Attor-
ney D. G Park represented the plain-
tiffs In both actions.
I Gregory Heights Car Service.
Beginning tomorrow. May 1st. the
•
car will leave Gregory Heights 'teflon.
eonne:Iing with the Broadway anti
l'ark ears at 31st street and Jefferson,
I n the following schedule: Moraing•
. ON; 7:28; 7:48; Ne04i; N:2/4;
end 9:08: in the afternoons at
12.28; 12:48; 1:011; 1:28; 1:411;
2.0%; 5:2S: 6:414; 6:0R; 6:28; 6:43;
7.044: 7:18: 7:411; (4:0a. ,
THE PADI'CAH TRACTION CO.
decoratior Fronds o
ally arranged between each globe g'v-
ing a pretty effect of fern etchings
on the glass and shading the lights
exquieltels. The ceremony took place
in an arched alcove of the Melo) be-
fore a bank of tall paima and ferns
effectively arranged and twined with
the southern smilax The wedding
colors of lavender and pink were pret-
tily emphasised by festoons and bows
of broad gauze ribbon to these shades
extending across the archway. A
sedd'og hell of sweet peas- wed-
ding flower-In the rotors of pink.
lavender and white hung above the
cushions of white satin arranged on a
prayer stool of ferns and white sweet
peas. The entire deroration was the
artistic work of Schmatis Bros., the
florists.
The piano banked with palms and
ferns and pink carnations *as in the
hall just opposite the IlbrarY door-
way. The ceremony was preceded by
a beautiful musical program played
by Mies Adah Braseiton. who also ren-
dered the Lobengrin and Mendelesohn
marches as proceselonal and reees-
stoned -Oh! Promise Me" was sung
by ,Mr. Robert Scott and "All for
You!" by Miss Anne Bradshaw.
The bridal precessional was exceed.
iingly picturesque. The ushers. Mr.
,Morton- Hand and Mr. David Roger.
Mr Jay Harlan and Mr. Douglas
•
Ragby, Pemoved the white ribbons
that were across the library doorway
and stood two at each door. The
Rev. W. SI Pinkerton, ef Ghent. Ky.,
who performed the ceremony, entered
thy and advanced to the miniature
chancel. The groomsmen of the party
entered from a door at the back of
the 'library, while the bridesmaids
!came down tbe colonial stairwaythrough the hall doorway. These
-The first home grown beans were eollPiew entered alternately and cross-
brought tç the market this morning Ina each other 
they formed a graceful
by livery .(larnilland. • marketer re- line on either
 side for the bride to
siding On the Cairo road. The beans Pees between. They were: Mr.
were grown in a hot house, and were Stuart Sinnott and Mr. Georg, flo-
rid ti, morning for 10 cents a quart. BOW kiss Frances Wallace and Miss
-Considering weather of last night Blanche Hills, Mr.. lobe Brooks and
the B. R. C. of A. had one of t‘e Mr. Edwin Paxton, Miss Elise Obear,
largest meetings in its hieloty. There of St. Loafs. and Mlle Eltilehath Greg.
were *07 preeene A debate on "The ory of Louisville. Mr. Bewley aid
Goof et the Ortler" was sevesatel by Xi 004 Bak Me Venithez Scott. 801-
meow& Hque.man, aptaggsgbaig sod lowed west and Inas Lae> Brun, of
'Roeder, iWebb GIty, Mo., preceded the Rowe
Po
the brother and sister of the bride,
Mr. Charles Greif and Miss Pearl
Greif. The bride's (trees was of
white, beautifully trimmed in valen-
ciennes lace. seethe wore a veil and
carried Bride roses.
I Many relatives and friends were re_
i
calved by Mrs. Adrian (11•41f. Mrs. Joe
F. Greif and Miss Augusta Greif. A
delightful three-course dinner was
served. The table and dining room
were beautifully decorated. The
chandelier was twined with sweet
honeysuckle. Around the table a
wreath of roses was draped. In the
center of the table was a large vase
of carnations and at each end white
roses. After dinner the evening was
spent pleasantly, the guests enjoy-
ing stinle plemeng-roortfc wed same
recitations given by Miss Elizabeth
Graham. At 10 o'clock cake, wine '
ind fruit was served. The wedding
presents were many and beautiful.'
consisting of handsome pieces of
linen, silverware and cut glass.
Mr. Ed Mitchell, the only brother
of the bride's mother, came down
IDow Wilcox Miss Philippa Hughes
and Dr. I. B. Howell, Miss Lillie May
Winstead and Mr. Douglas Bagby,
'Miss Belle Cave and Mr. Fred Wade.
I From the Bride's cake Miss Lucy
Bruen cut the ring; Mr. Vaughan
Scott the money; Mr. Stuart Sinnott
the button, and Mr. Edwin Paxton
.the needle. Miss Elizabeth Gregory
caught the bride's bouquet.
The display of wedding gifts was
most beautiful and quite filled the
large billiard room. Many handsome
pieces of silver were included; a
beautiful silver service from Mrs
Bewley, the mother of the bride-
groom, being especially noticeable.
The bride's gift to ber maid of
honor and bridesmaids were exquisite
flower pins of sweet peas, enameled
In lavender and pink. Mr. Bewley
presented the groomsmen and ushers
with handsome monogram gold cuff
buttons.
The wedding book was kept by
Miss Katherine Quigley, assisted by
Mr. Jay Harlan and Mr. David Koger.
Mr. and Mrs. Bewley left last night
for Washington and New York. They
#.111 remain le..New. York-tiatil May-9
to bid bon voyage to Mrs. Haille C.
Bewley, who will join then) there and
sail for Europe on that date, and will
then go by steamer from New York
to Galveston, being at home at Fort
Worth about June 1. The bride's
going-away gown was a tailored suit
of mode grey, charming in fts severe
from Louisville to attend the wed- Lowry. mr. Vaughan Scott and Miss simplicity.
ding. Many feends and relatives of Brue_ rt.. Mr. Edwin Paxton and Miss
°bear. Mr. John Brooks and Miss
Gregory, Mr. George DuBois and Miss
Wallace, Mr. Stuart Sinnott and Miss
Hills.
Mrs. Frank L. Scott was gowned in
grey voile trimmed in late. Mrs.
Bewley, the mother of the bride-
groom, wore * handsome reception
toilette of black crepe de chine and
Duchess lace. Mm. M. K. Scott, the
bride's grandmother, was handsome
In a costume of black silk and lace.
Mrs. W. H. Pinkerton, of Ghent. an
lout-or town guest for the wedding,wore grey crepe de chine pnd elabo-
rately trimmed with lace.
t in an artistic red room across the
hall was a prettily arranged punch
table. Miss Anna Webb presided here
and wee, assisted by Miss Julia Dab-
ney, Miss Elizabeth Sehree. Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Srott, Miss Faith Lang-
staff and Mr. Morton Hanit
I The dining room was arranged up-
stairs and was a symphony in the
'wedding colors and Writs and ferns.
The bride's table was a charming
effect. Draped in white, graceful fee
toons of pink and lavender ribbons
'caught with bunches of sweet peas
outlined the edge. Suspended from
the chandelier was an exqhisite pink
basket filled with sweet peas. The
Bride's cake was the renter-piece. It
was oval shaped and decorated with
sweet peas In a basket, the icing car-
ry Ing out the pink and.lavender color-
motif. From handles on the side rib-
bons were carried to the places of the
bridal party. The plate cards were
rope receptacles filled with rice. The
lees served the bridal party were
girls, Misses Lucy Overby and Susie lavender hearts decorated with pink
Dabney, who scatt$red rot* leaves for Cupld.s. The rakes were In Men-
the bride. Miss Scott elite, d with victual blocks iced with sweet peas
her father, Mr. fruit L. Stott, who and the block cream carried out the
gave her away. Tim ceremony was lavender and pink colors. The ice.
Impressively Perforolled- In leaving and cakee were furnished by a Louis
the room the bride/ and bridegroom,ville caterer. Tall colonial candle-
were followed by tiles Breen and Mr. sticks of silver with pink shaded
Scott, Mies Wallace and Mr DuBo:sirandles were at diagonal ends of the
Miss Hills and • Mr. Sinnott. Miss table. Receiving In the dining-room
Obear and Mr. Paxton, Miss Gregory
I were: Miss Canine Sowell and Mr
and Mr. Brooks.
1 An especially 'beautiful girl, the
bride was a changing picture of
'girlish loveliness in her graceful wed-
ding gown of white satin made Enw
plre Precess, with inlet panels of
Duchess lace and a bertha of rose
points.. The bridal veil was caught
.with natural orange blossoms and
her bouquet was a shower effect of
Bride roses and 1111es of the
She wore the bridegroom's gift, an
exquisite brooch of diamonds. The
bridesmaids were charming in artistic
creations of lavender messal:ne and
'carried pink roses. Their hair urns-
ments were pretty butterfly effete!' af
'spangled tulle with pleik aigrettes.
,The maid of honor, a gaiety blonde,
wore a pretty effect of lavender meg-
saline and embroidered in silver. She
'carried a shower bouquet of pink
Jose* and sweet peas. The flower
Ririe wore pretty frocks of lavender
and pink mull.
I A reception followed the ceremony,
i
which included a larger number of
I guests than those bidden ter the wed.
ding. Receiving in the parlor were:
-atirt-Mrsr. Prank- -L. ---Ek.ot-t Me. -end
Mrs. Edwin Elmore Bewley, Mrs.
Mille C. Bewley. -ee . Fort Worth,
Texas: Mrs. M K. Scott, M A. S.
Dabney. Mr. Will /Mott, the Rev. and
Mrs. W. H. Pinkerton, of Ghent. Ky.:
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Wallace, Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar L. firegory. Dr. and
Mrs. John G. Brooks, Miss Helen
Just received by ex-
press another lot of
Men's Oxfords for
spring weir, made in
all tan, russetts, gun
metal and patent vicis,
in the most fashionable
and snappiest itylPs, in-
cluding a complete as-
sortment of buckle Ox-
fords.
•
Price range from
$3 50 to $600.
Agents ,for Stacy
Adams and Nettleton
fine shoes.
D. A. It. Chapter to Meet With Mrs.
Morrow.
Paducah chapter. Daughters of the
American Revolution, will meet Fri-
day afternoon with Mrs. Sallie Mor-
row, 531 Jefferson street. The local
board Is called to 'meet at 2:30
o'clock and the chapter will convene
at 3 o'clock. The feature will be the
report of the regent, Mrs. PI G.
Booe.e, of the recent session of the D.
A. R. congress at Washington, D. C.
There will be papers also by Mrs. H.
S. Wells, Mrs. David X. -Flournoy end
Miss Mettle Fowler.
U. D. C. Ball to Be a Brilliant Eyelet,
The U D. C. ball tonight at the
,Auditorium rink will be a pretty so-
cial event. The building is appro-
priately decorated with the colors and
flags of the Confederacy. An espe-
cial orchestra will play for the even-
ing and the dancing will begin at
R:30 o'clock. The grand march win-
be led .by Mr._ Fred Wade. After
program dances there will be two
cotillions danced. Mr. John Brooks,
of the late Cotillion club, will lead
one and Mr. James Langstaff, presi-
dent of the German club, will lead
the other. It will have all the charm
of a private dance. A large number
f spectators who are interested in
the Confederate monument cause, for
which the ball Is given, will view the
brilliant spectacle.
Informal Afternoon for Visitor.
Mrs. A. S. Dabney is entertaining
informally this afternoon at her home
on North F.ftlit street in compliment
to Mrs. Haille C. Bewley, of Fort
Worth, Texas, and Mrs. W. H. Pink-
erton, of Ghent. Ky.
Complimeutery to Miss Neviagari.
Mrs. Clarence H. Sherrill. 206
Fountain avenue, is hostess of an in-
formal and pretty Afternoon Tea from
4:30 to 6 o'clotit today In honor of
her house guest, Mies Mary Swiggart.
of Union City, Tenn.
May Day Enteirt- -iment at Jefferson.
The Jefferson school at Eighth and
Harrison streets will have an at
tractive May Day entertainment to-,
morrow afternoon. The patrons and
the friends of the school •re cordially
invited to be present. The program
sip begin at 1e30 ceelaek.
Mr. and Mrs. T B. Ferrel, of rut-
ton, who have been visiting their
daughter. Mrs. Leslie Ogilvie, 2343
Kentucky avenue, have gone to Be-
bree on a visit to relatives.
Mimi Jane SkellIngton arrived to-
day from Paris. Tenn., on a visit to
Mrs. George Flournoy, of "Lolomal
Lodge," In Arcadia.
Master Lynn Morris, of 10129 South
Eleventh street, is the guest of his
uncle. J. B. Morris. or Grenada. Miss,
LItt`e Miss Mabel Latiore,is quite
111 at the home of her parent*, 245
Nortek street.
Airs. R. E. Duster. of Mayfield, Is
•IsIting relatives in the city.
Miss Ella Lawson went to Hazel.
Ky.. this morning to visit relatives.
Mr. end 'Mrs; C. L. Adams. Twenty-
Third and Adams streets are the pa-
rents of a fine bey baby.
' ker. Jack fresher, of Benton. re-
turned home this afternoon after •
business trip to the city.
Mina /Vele obese of St. Louis and
MISS Lacy Bruen of Webb City, Nev.
who have been the etttactIve guests
of Mies iferjorie Scott, 333 NInta
street, will return to thefr homes this
es soling.
A baby girl was born to Mr. and
Val Harriett, Or South Fourteenth
street last night.
Moe Georgia Anderson has re-
tuned to her home la Niekleeville,
arfterylasrpeadk,, \In.ngrtha Twee,,..kitwitt otthreetl re.
see, A r rIng IMO PII80,1104
from a' business trip In 're
HART'S 16 to Ili
Saturday's Sales
May 2nd
16 pennies for any one of the articles
named below and the article is yours.
Clothes Baskets,
Work Baskets,
10 qt. Flaring Pails,
1 qt. Enamel Milk Kettle*.
4 qt. Sprinklers, •
Galv. Coal Oil Cans,
14 qt. Galv. Pail,
Heavy 4 qt. Retinued Coffee
Pots,
Enameled Bake Pans,
Coffee Biggins,
qt. Tin Buckets,
Enamed Preserving Kettles,
Collanders,
Enameled Cups,
Butcher Knives,
Butter Molds,
Coffee Mills,
Monkey Wrenches,
Enameled Stew Caps,
Garden Rakes.
16c May 2nd 16c
fiE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated
Subscribers inserting want ade fo
The San will kindly remerab,er that
Mi such items are to be paid tor when
the ad is inserted, the rule applying
to every one wtthowt exceptios.
FOR RENT-Two furnished rooms,
419 South Fourth..
PRANK HEIGARTY, plastering
contractor. Prompt attention to job-
bing. Phones 1833.
STRAYED One dark brown
(nearly, black) muley cow. • L. E.
Durrett. Old pito** 652.
SHOE REPAIRING--First class
work guarantee:Mine§ North Tenth.
Prices reasonable,
roil beating and nunawood rias IRVIN POLK has line pasture.
487. F. Levin 
plenty spring water, near city. Phone
-- 
FURNISHED ROOMS for light 
911 ring-1.
housekeeping. 313 Madison.
--WANTED-Collector. Apply Credit'
Tailors, 118% South Third street.
FOR RENT -- Three unfurnished
rooms near Broadway. Apply $33
North Third street,
FOR RW4I-'Fwe nicely hersielied
WALL PAPER-On walls. Room rooms with bath. Apply 303 Matti--
complete, $3.50. 1856-Leroy.  son.
- FOt- RENT-Pie-room cottage, WANTED- Good family with
1082 Monroe. Apply to F. M. Fisher. three or more members over 14 years
OVERSTREET, the painter. Old of age desiring to work In cotton
phone 2669. mill. For information see M. L.
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished Whiteaker at Stephens' grocery,
front room; 821 Jefferson. 
Tyler. Ky. Transportation furnished.
 BARGAIN, eke payments. Five
FOR RENT-Three room 'house.
room house wear Union depot. Cash.
WV, balance $5.00 per month. Me'
Cracken -Real Estate and Mortgage
Co., 318 South Math. Old Phone 755 
Newphone 13.
1030 Monroe street.
WANTED--An eiperienced Insur-
ance solicitor. Address T. care Sun.
FOR RENT-Rooms ever Lendler
& Lydon. Possession given at once.
Leaner & Lydon, 309 Broadway.
--HOUSE FOR RENT-Three blocks
from P. 0. Apply 441 South Sixth
street.
WANTED-First class house girt
well recommended, at 314 North
Sixth.
- FOR SAIJC-....Lot 60:175. in west-
ern part of the city. If In the market
address -B. It. W., care Sun.
FOR up-to-date paitz4-a11d-paper
hapging. McClain. & Rogers. Both
phones 1161.
J. B. MORGAN horse shoals*.
getters] repairing, rubber Urea. 4%)F
South Third.
It AN WAN"I'ED -For general.
,work. Apply to 161s0 Jones street;
Old phone 21.57.
_
FOR RENT-One nicely furnished
room for two, with board. Bath, etc.
Also family sewing solicited. 626
Kentucky avenue.
-GET OUT that old suit of last year
and have it cleaned and pressed by
Jame. puffy, 'South Nin'h near Broad-
way, and it will look like new.
FOR RENT -Six-room house, hal:,
bath and stable, for $12.50 per month
No. 820 North Sixth. New Phone
1247.
(MEAT OPPORTUNITIES - Am
selling Wyandotte place, two miles
from Paducah on Blandvilie road in
tracta of five. ten or twenty acres.
For bargain prices see my easy term's.
Chance of a life time for cheep and
desirable home. Apply to J. P. Holt.
WANTED--For U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmarried mea between ages
of 18 and 35; citisens of the Uatted
States, of good characta- and temper.
ate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. Men wanted ter
service In Cuba and the Philippines.
For Information apply. to Recruiting
Ofilcer. New Richmoad House, Pa-
ducah, KY.
CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to express our heartfelt
thanks to onr friends and neighbors
who were so kind to us during our
reeent bereavement, the Illness and
death of our beloved daughter. Fran-
ces.
MR. and MRS. ALBERT GiARNOR.
Broadway Methodist Mewing Serial
The Woman's Home Minton so-
ciety of the Broadway Methodist
church will entertain socially tonight
at the home of the Rev J. W. Black-
DR.ard and Mrs. Blacker& 1104 Yeller-
KING BROOKS, dentist, has
retuned to the city sad located his 
son street. The public Is cordially in-
vited to attend. Refreshments an,
ore" to room 7. Trnehart building.
next to the Catholic church, on Broad-
music are features of the evening.
way.
SALE-One 14 horse-powe:
gasoline engine. Franklin make. Suit-
aIsle for gasoline boat. Newly over-
hauled. win sell at a bargain. Ad-
dress V. I. Knowles. care Sun.
FOR SALE-lilt a bargain, Seven-
room slate roof new brick house.
Lot 55:165. on Sixteenth street be-
tween Monroe awl Madison. Ring
old phone 1562.
SALESMAN WANTED-Sell retail
trade, your locality; $66 per month
and expense, to start, or commission.
Experience unnecessary. Hermingeen
Cigar Co.. Toledo, 0.
kidney trouble or malaria to write
proprietor of Whittle Bosom-Linda
Springs, E. Teen. You can be cured
"Don't Hesitate."
• FOR RENT or for saw on rental
bosh% nice cottage, math. aloe Wes-
tin, seat Metairies and istrini car.
Howdah gelleetY. 112 knatuelty an.
Old piesne 787
C. K. L. A. Kweirre.
The euchre given by the C. K. L.
of A, which was postponed from
Easter Monday, wilt take place tomor-
row (Thursday) night at the K. of C
hail. A large crowd Is desired, as the
proceeds ate for charity,. The gam,
starts promptly at I:TO, o'clock.
WII. LYDON, Pres'L
Seller to Property Otinsere
The board of public works and
engtneer will Inspect the graaltoid
sidewalks, combined curb and gutter.
on both sides of Farley Place from
the west curb line of Meyeliesstreet
fit the north curb line of Chliseeta
street, at 4 e'cloek on Friday alter
10011. May 1..1018, enstrsienti by
the Padweais "aria. compiler Under
Nadinanoe authorising gagie. The •
abetting property owners are notified
accordingly.
BOARD 05' PirRL/C Wnit I, -
Ey 1., P. Net. -tatiOta-
L A Washington, CilY Engineer.
•
5.56 Primes, W. M.; 'resumes! St . 11.67
12.201Fryer. J. D., Shade Ave... 11.67
!Pryor, W. L., 6th, Elisabeth
2.03
Raynhem. Sam. 1 3119 EL 8th
31•24 Ba3nham. Chas.. 1300 S. 8th
Beach. Barletta, 9th, Harris
14.29 and Boyd 
Bell. Tom, ie paid, ba.ance 
28.97 Bell. John. 9th, Norton and.
6'08 Caldwell 
12.40 Blonds. Rewlandtosn 
Booftera N., 806 Harrisdn 
/114 Bowers,' M, E N. 12th 14.2: Bowers, Edgar, 9th St.  11.84 Briggs, Thhs.. 513 s 8th
.5.0! Briggs. buil*, 620 Terre!'.
5.o. 
,
. 11nw .KjiltY, B;
5a19 s evelan7rLthAvr.
11.87 Brown, G. W., 12th St
18.60 Brown, lAtele Ternessee and
5.05 i Husband's
!Buford. W. A., Terrell St 15.75 Cole', May 1451 S. 10th 
11.47 ,barmon heirs. Washington.
6:13 'Childers. *. 21., Burpett and
12.41 1 Flournoy.
2•64 Clark. Elise. Ashbrook Ave. ,17.281Conle3'. Andy, 8.' 10th St....
heth an4 Boek.man  .72. Crowell. Will, 1405 Clay...
!Copeland. Sam, S. 10th St...
9.41 Sebes-no, Jule, Kentucky
26.45 Sells, Hays Ave  
41.70 Daniels. Lucinda:1420 Harr,-
Daniels. Leah. 1313 N. 13thAve., 10th end 1P1h 
9.44 san St. Sherrill. Robt.. N. 8th St... 19.81
4.06 eats St.  
Daniels, Hal, 718 Harris....2.0f, Sheltie/ell & Wallace. Clem-
2.933 Shelby. T. R., Husband and 
14.17 D13°41167.. RiloebeLrYri. 1C413e8tnefInts1.".11. :
17.46 Singleton. gits, 6th, Monroe' 
'914 Dooley, Nita, 1005 N. 7th...
, ,. Donaldson, Anderson, N. 7th.Jones 
"." Singleton, Miss E., 8th and 
22.89 FalwaMs, Henry, 8d, Hutibende
Duniep, Henry, 818 N. 7th..& Martian , 
Sledge, R., 4th, Nortou and 
31.34 .Enders. John, Plonrsioy. 6th
bands and George 3.05 Madison St 3.53
George and 7th 
4.76 
1454712 Fletcher, Kathrine, Plunkett 's
5.5G 
Smith, Edward. S. 8th St...
17).77, SfnedieY, Hiram, 4th, Tenses- .
2.51 
Gibson, Dan. 1410 8. 10th see and Jones 
2.7, Smith, 0. K., pay St  
$52:0795 Given, Clarissa, altsrort z 7th and Bur-
- 8.0,0 Smith, Mrs. 11C3.: 1110 Clay 14.35 Gorden, Julies. Caldwell fit.Smith, Chu.. 34th and Jack- .
4.4t , 15.87 
Gray.
l'J'alininoile: 81t31141anSd.B5uthirnett
son Sta. 
8 60 Mean 3. S., 617 Willie' it.. 8.32 Gregory"' & Hester, Caldwell..12.17 Smith, Miss Lucy, 14th and.
Harrison . ,  
!Greer. Cato, near Cennetts..
7.6 t Smith, Ida May. T.bscoln Ave 161..1450111a,ndGrNlirntroann 
d D. Roes, 8th
141.06 Smith, J. 41.. 1618 .lones  11.14 Hollis estate, Shawn St....6611 Snyder, Mary IC.. Moores St 10.87 'Hardison, Ceti.. D., 5th, fhir-Stanley. Mason M.. John Arta 9.641 nett and Flournoy 17.13 Stewart, Mlles, Mayfield Road 3.05 Hathway, Clete, Tennessee fit141.94 etowart, Dr. D. T., Madison,
Steed. ilenrY. 8th Jk Jackson 3.82
7.11 Hibbs T D 708 S. 6th 
!Henderson. Geo.. Campbell .  12,70 14th and 17th 
Stevenson. Frank, Madison  0.2itStoold, Mrs. Vlien, 733 8. Stb 13.29Minivan, W. L., Woodward
1"1 flotAlaillatit7d, R. S. or, 5.,12.89 , Wheeler Add. 
13.70 Sutherland, C W.. Koeseer
SIMS, I. H., Monroe, ;34 RUCi
(Worse List.
Ateeandee, Dors, 9t1, Hue-
bands sad George  8.1-4
Alexander. Dave. 9th, Hus-
bands aid George  11.64
Armstrong, Geo., 16th, Wash-
ihgton end Clark  7.61
Bacon, Alice. Hays Ave  7.32
Bacon. C ;Sowell Add  4.01
Beldwiti. Jas., Flournoy St  4.06
Barber, W. M., 916 Boehm' 2.59
Ritynham Rowlandtowsi  " 3.6$
9.64
9.64
9.61
7.61
18.75
2.51
9.64
15.74
5.56
.2.41
12.21
25.41
11.111
6.10
6.54
6.06
11.67
16.23
11731
Ramage, 'Mrs. Jae, 3d. 'Nor-8.29 ton and killibaltds  12.30
Ray, J., Wheeler Add  23.3
B. B. Richardson, 3d,_Waghe _
Ingfee and Mitt  38.13
Ridgeway, WM., 12th, Jones
and Tennessee  8.61
Riggiesberger. F., eat,S. 3d  399.66
Ripley-, (leo. B., Jr., Harahan
Add 6.70
Rivers, John, 14th & Trimble 13.70
Roark. 'Alm., Brown Ave.... 5.76
Roberts. !SI. F., Fountain
Park Add. 
Roberts. Mrs. Augusta, George
Street 
Rogers, Jas. E., Harrison,
17th and 18th 
Roes, Joule. 8. 4th St 
ROSS. Mrs. M. L., Monroe St-
Ruby, John, 17th, Clay and
Trimble 
Russell, Alex, Siolthland Ave
Runlet!, Manic Lincoln Ave
MItledge, Win., 123 Adams 
cog Sanderson, J. J., L.iggstaff A•
13.73 Sanderson, R. L...Sloomield
Avenue 
6,.14 Saunders, W. D., N. 12th St..
Saunders, S. E., Thurman Adea,3 Sanders. T. B.. 19th, Blyd
and Flournoy 
6.61 Sanders, H., Smithlaad Ave 
Sayer, John F, Hays Ave 
1.410 Schmidt, Nick 1116 S. 3d
5.52 ScOtt, F. S., 156 Clements 7.61 Scott, Mrs. U. A... 8. 8th M 
Sears. Mrs. 14.. 5th Ellis-15.75
944
7 t
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'Abbott, Della. Sowell add.  9
Agnew. Lucy. 904 Ky. Ave 
Alexander, J. C., 9th, Clerk &
Adams 
'Allison, J. M., 4th Si 
Atheits, Augusta. Ella. St.  
Algood, R. G. or R. T., Adams
Aleman, J. N.. O'Brien's add.
Anderson. Cras..Cbainblin add
Anderson, P. W..13'BrIen add
Anderson, Miss Kate, 4th,
Husb. and George 
Armstrong, J. T., 12th Hur-
dles 
/111001, T. 0., 6th, Husband &
Jeerge • .. • .. . 
Baker, W. IL. Hinklevile R 
Boyd, Mrs. Elia., 11th. Jones
and Norton 
Bath. pit. Wagner, 6th & 7th
Baker. D. 0., Woodward &
Yeiser Ave. 
Baird, Miss C. A.,-14th Bt 
Barnett.. W. W., B'waS, 16th
and 17th Sts 
Baker, S. L., Farley Place 
Barnett. C. S., 3rd, Monroe
and Madison 
Bogard, W. A., Wash. li & le
Bohannan. Lulu, Bridge St...
Bohannan, J. D.. Bridge St..
Bonner. L. E., "Moore Track"
Bowling, M. A., Faxon add..
Brake, R. F., 12* et. 
B7ovirr,---Oeo. H.. Jeff. St 
Brown Bros., Salem ave 
Brigman. M. J.. Elwood ave 
Bryant. Sam, 7th & Rusb St 
Brooks, J. B., Lincoln ave
- BryaEtWu1r1.on St 
Brown, J. W., 104h & Jonea 
Bryant, -.Mrs. Belle. Elie. Si 
Brton, N. 11.; Worten add.
Browder. Allen and Kate.
Fountain are. 
Branton, Jelin, 10th, Boyd &
Flournoy 
Bryant. Mrs. Jesse. 8th, Hue.
• and Bockmon ......
Brown, B. B., 12th St  
Brandon, Geo. Beckman St 
Bracke, C. L., 12th and
Flour= 
Burton, Rosa, Goebel ave....
11,curkbolder, F.Worten addurk, S. W.. O'Brien's add..
Burnett, Henry, Wway, 22nd
'& 23rd Sts 
Badde, Frank, 1EO, Caldwell
and Norton 
Bichon, Gees. E. 4th and Mad 
Blriodorth, M. A. Mill St 
Blanton, L. P.. O'Brien's add.
Black, C. 1C;Thurman add 
Beatty, 11. S., Jeff. vSt. 
Betecrn, Lola, 9th ttlertars
Beery, B. W., stir p.
Berger. G. W.. Tref7.
Calissi, Richard, l'olkg Leake
Avenue. 
Cartwrigbt. John, Glenwood 
Carroll, Settle, 7th Harris &
Boyd 
Carela, Clara. 8th St. 
Carr, Albert, 9th & Cald 
Carman, Ernest, Clements St 
Cece„ Thos., N. 4th St.. .
ttCay Lo A Inv. Co. Husb.
Bocckman 
Clark, P. C., N. 12th St 
Clark, Mrs_ Nancy. En lab St  •
Clark. Add., Bridge St. 
Clerk, W. A.. Thurman add 
Carker. L. T., Clements fit_
Connelly, Jas, Ashbrook trete'
Coleman. C. A.. So. 11th St 
Ocnley. Mrs. M. L., gp 3rd 
Coleman. J S., IP'esaa Park 
Copeiand,Annie, 1008 Ky.are 
Conant, Er.` B., Ella. & Breed •Cohen. I. C., Monroe St.  
Cooper. J. B.. Bridge St.  
Creagan. Claud, 'O'Brien's add 
Cunningham, Joe, So. 4th 
Dalton. Lucy, Benton Road...
Darnell, S. S.. 7th Husbands
and Bockman  
Davidson. J. B. & Co. George
and Dockman Sta. 
Davis, Mrs., Ashbrook ave 
Davis Mrs. R T., 9th, Husb 
and Beckman  10.17Davis, Mrs. W. N., Fisherville Le:,
Davis, L B.. 9o. 41h1 St  7.21Day, J. M., Green St. 
Dean, Mary, Mad 12 & 13  20.31Dearer, B. D., Thurman add 3.53Dicke, W. J., Broadway, 22nd
& 23rd Sta.  14.85Delhi, Louis Thurman add  4.55Dill, C. L., Powell, ave   5.47
Dickson, J. T.. Little's add  9.64Platen, J. B. U., 7th, B'way  135.9tDodd, 0. It.. 16th & Harrison 10.2.;
13,eartochet, Ed, Hayes ave.
Dom*, Mrs. Rob*. Bloomfield.Downs, W. D.. Trimble Sit 
Drake. Oscar, N. 12th 
Drennan. Mary. Thurman add 
Duffy, Row, 8th, Wash. &
Clark Sta. 
Deffln, J. H., B'way 
Imigiud, G. C.. 23rd & Sway
Dunean, Mrs. L. B., Bronson
avenue 
perm'''. J. It., 9th, Adamsand Claek 
Easley, W.. Wheeler. add.  
Edrinatnn, Sarah, Sowell add.Edwards, C. C., Little's add.Elder, T. 5th St,  
EIred & Story, Wway. near
city limits  
Enemerson. T. E.. Madison• 11th & 12th 
Enders, John. Wagner ave 
Farris, ,Joe, 9th, Harris &Boyd 
Ferrell Heirs. Ella. St. 
Farleigh. Annie, Sway 
Faber, Otho. So. 5th $t .
Irlornoy, D. M., for mother
7th, & Morrison Sta. 
rook,, Acree Lune Co. 10th
and Monroe Ws 
Voreman. B. W.. Madison,
21st. & 22nd &Its 
Foreman, A. 14.. Madison
21st 4 !Ind Sta. 
Eragan. J. N., Clements St  
Futrell. Frank L., 4th,
Clark Sta. 
Futrell, T. E., Clay St. 
Gallagher. M. H., 6th. Hush.
1 George Sta. 
4talk.eher & Lane. 9th &
Trimble /Rs 
Garrey, Mrs. Judith. N. 4th 
Gardner. N C., Jeff. $e. -
Gebeck Wine El*. 141  
nitwoon, W W . Goebel 1.0
Gilbert. Mrs Ida, Mayfield K.
Wats. Geo. fl. Fawn" add 
Mover. W C.. Aeltine eve .
41t,rdati, lames, Cwidweli St.
goiret. .0 51, ChliMblin
Mrs. Eva, 6th &
30.24 Elisabetk fits. 
.71(-07..okson, 
12.20
Graham. Chas. E., B'way, •
7.59i 22nd & 23rd Ste e 41.41
11.7: Graham, Mrs. T. A., Harrison
9,16 111th & 11th Sts  40.7'.1
3.12 Grainger. F. B, Clay slid
3.13 Trimble Ste  20.31
8.62 thasty, G E.. Barra:an add  12.90
3.12 Glief, Minnie, Frank • and
Rubs. 12th. Jeff. & Mon  12.20
4.06.54)
82.51
19.81
6.79
14.25
3.26
9.64
1.02
27.61
10.1:
7.61
8.11
0.03
72))3
15.75
3.5.1
5.56
24.90
6.49
3.54
6.38
Grief. Nick estate Ella 
Grief, A. W.. Ky. aye, 2nd
& 3rd Sta. 
Greene J. B., Goebel ave 
Gregory, C.. Trimble St.  
Greer, Mettle, Foun. Park ad
Griffin, Ed., 1345 So 9th 
Grouse, R. A.. 6th. Huabauda
& George Sts. ......
Hilton. L. J., 18th & Mad 
Henson, Mrs. S. F., 11th
Tennelsee 
Hendrick, John K., lieway,
7th & 9th 
Hess*, Dr. H. T., 8th &
Jackson Ste. 
Hall. A., 12th. Clark &
Wash:nettle Sta. 
Ham, M. E., N. 6th. Monroe
& Madison Ste. 
Hancock. W. B.. Fountain
Park add. 
Danes. So. 12th St. 
Harr*, R. U, 7th and bur-
nett Sts. 
Hart. J. B. and wife, Adkins
are 
9.611 25th Ms.  22.43
5.56 Harper, J. A., Wheel* add  6.384.06 Harley, Mrs. Thos. Harrison.
9.18 10th & 11th Sts.  3.05
Harrison Land & Miniog Co.
6.56 3rd St. to river.  61.04
Harris I. B.. O'Brien's add  2.41
6.11
20.31
5.56
4.55
13.70
16.28
i.50
1.63
Harris Ste. 
Marshall, lames, Clements_
illatioce, Lizzie, Goebel aye .
Medley, Mary IC., Sowell add.
Matesaye W. it. sad wtte.
Ash brook ave. 
31.1.h, J. B.. 1033 So. Std 
Millistete W. 14, 8th, Adams
• r. G.. Wheeler add 
• H. T., Adams, 74th
• 25th Sts. 
ittilier, .9. D., lia.vflitid Road 
Mitchel, U. •., N. 12th St..
Moore, Geo. 0., Trimble, 10th
& 11th Its. .... . . .
Moore, G. W., 3rd, Tennessee
& Jones 
'Morgan, Roland, Kilgore...
Morgan. J. E.. Ohio, 4th & 6th
Morris. C. B., Nortgo. 3d and
4th Sts. 
himris, W. 31., 11412 Bronson
Avenue 
71-21 Mullins, Joe, Wheeler Add 
14.72 Muse, Geo., for heirs. Teon.
9-64 DieCellum, J. A.. Eitsabeti) 
1.0 lleCartha. R. E.. 12th, Ohio
4.87 sad Tennessee 
McFadden,Aven   W . T., fountain
4.24
'10,0 lic'Cirliadrgee, R. F., Jarrett andE
4.00 Mettles, W. T., Jarrett et..
McClure. Hannah, 414 Joisen
81,17 McClure, Houston. Mk end
Burnett 
47.78 McGee, Mrs. West Mad 
Mcf/McGhee,
ll 
ste . Wit. and J.. Cald-
20
.0
McIntire, R. H., Worten's Add
31.51 McMillan. Mira Fannie, 7th
Adams Ms. 
5.56,McNieal. Ella. O'Brien's Add 
9.64 1 MeMahon. Robe, Harahan Ad
Neeley. Ed, Hays Ave 
11;667: Newman,Newukdspon st:ewkirk, Fouthin Ave ...
E. T., 14th and
Newman, Werrtest s Add 
Nichols, A! J., Monroe, Mt
mid 1 Jtb 
°elver. G. W.. Rustling St 
°lever, W. N.. Faxon Add 
Osbourne, Jessie, Trimble St 
Parham, W. H., 9th & Norton
Parish, . E.. Langstaff Ave.Hays, N. la., Star John Arts. 9.81
Haybeck, Tempy. Husb. add. 14.52 
Parte,. Ima Jefferson, Ninth, 
and Tenth 
Pearson, R. E., N. 13th St 
Perry, Star, Tennessee St 
Perryman. C. E.. eth, Clark
Clark and Adams 
Petter, Just's, 635 Ells. St 
Ph1111,ps, Jennie L., Harahan
Boulevard . 
Phillips, Ella, Campbell St...
12.20 4.06 PhilliPs. 
Mrs. N. 3., Jefferson. Willingbitm. West Eno 
8th and 9th Williams. Ernest. 14th. Bur-Phillips, 
Add.  WIltles, T. J_, 412 Ashbrook
neK and Flournoy Mrs. Wellei. Chase-
Pierce, Ed, Campbell. 8th and . Aileen* 
181:6174 WinteisellAvagne. W. W., Asalibr°°k
Pittman, 1119 Jackson  -
Williams. A.. Harrison, 5th &..
3.0, Polk. Bettie, 11th, gicrerno!.
tad Terrell '. 7•12 6th Sts. 
te.st Pentee8- W-• Powell ' 8.-011 Williams, W. 11.. 8th and. Plirter. D. 8.. Little's Add 2: 3.761 Bock man 3.0.2i 1 Potter, S. J., 24th and Kea Williatnaon, M. D., heirs, 5146.58 7.6i. lucky Ave.. •  4.2a. N 5th St. 4.55 'Price, Ben, 4t1. Hifsbands and Wilson, Mrs. 'Martha G., (nets-ldwell 
Price. Nettle L 
• 
St... 1!.-47 rt. 3113.53 
Ca
W.lson, MTS. R., Wagner Ave.
6th and 7th Sta. 
Wiser. Geo, Jefferson, 13th
and 14th -10.65 and George .  Withers, 4. P., Jarrett and7,8: Perry, Mrs. Lent, Jackson, Meyer* Bts. 
25.92' Quarles, W. R., Clenuents St.. 
30.53 Warden. H. C.. Jr., Whittle
4.06 11th and 12th 34.06
6.08 Quarles. Mrs. 3.53 11., 4th. Norton 
' 11-67 more MN. ..... .. . ,.
Yates If Lisx.le. Elisabeth3.59 20.34 and George  ' 16.75 Yates, C. .. Hays Ave 5.17 Iseinan. John aed Tony, 2nd Rolf. R. Joues Si  14.'1 York, J. . 21st and Adams11.78 - k Washington fits. ' 174.09 Ragan. L. B., 1E37 Trimble.. 12.87 Young, A. II , Fountain. Park 5.58-8-5S Ree. P. J.. Eulah St.  5•56 Ralph. W. H., Jackson St... 11.98 1Young, J. M.. Fountain Park 5.64
21.26 24th Sta. ...... • "P •• '
A•01 :Tavel, David, Thereat' I Add
Teekdr, T. V., back =gore%
Terrell. J. B., Jollestioa, 4th8.72 
and 5th7.731.16:: Thomas, J. L.. West End.-
Thant's, 41. B., hairs, Harris 
16th and 17th 
3'12 Tti?efradersonn* Mane .
. Emma. 1511
17.17
16.54 Thompson, Settle, Jackson 
Thompson, Mrs. Julia, K. Aw
33.41 Thompson, Wilson & 00 
I Trintbk• St.
19.81Tuekeestarrisen. 10th and41 
11th  •
11.2P_Vasdvererou iite, Chas.. Jackson.
'Vines, J. St, Guthrie Ave.
22.36 Van Calla, John, Bloomlield
A 
..
9.64 Vogt, Miss May. 1117 S. 10th
35.08 ,Vogt, Clarence, 9th. end Bock
4.65 malt Sta. 
13.70 NNA:.:.azdue..erA,..t38doisll Add ate 
13.70 Wallace. ()wen, 1110 Jackson
Wallace, B. C., 3d and Jarrett
8.14 Wallace, Wheeler Add. 
3.36 WaAldkecntr,tohnirs. Emma. Sowell
• 4.06
12.20
12.99
4.0ii
13.11
11.67
12.20
4.11
7.9t
6.58
6761
Walker & Williams. O. 4th 
Walker, James, 620 Broad
Weberts, JO T., heirs, 527
Trimble St 
Warren, Thos., 1 acre near
Terrell's 
Warren. ('. I). for chillies,
Heae. 22d and 240 
Wittkime Mrs. N. A., 1630
S. 5th St. 
Watts, L. P., Broad, 4th 45th
Watts heirs, Sway and By.
Avenue • • • .. .... • •Weskit, J. P. and W. B., Mos-
roe, 31st and 22d 
26.15. :ebb. Wm-17..-11/1181a4A Ain
13.70 Wells, B., Salem Ave 
Well,'Mrs. Mollie, 1107 Mon-
8.14 roe-lit. 
7.50 Werner, Wallace. Broadway,
1.01 24th and 25th 
'2.03
2.91
3.53
4.38
33.56
9.64
4.76
2„b2
2,8.31
22.39
49.:i
7.20
14.70
51
 133.40
3.11
9.64
9.46
8.61
65.46
 229.23
10.35
25.92
14.72
ItODUCE FRIENDO BY MOTO
Melted- illeeddeued• to Prevent Forgery
W Iodise of -Pereentatitts.
Pittsburg. 'April 30. lit •ause they
have been victimized so often by hav-
ing letters of Introduction altered or
forged, wealthy Pittabetgers have lilt
upon a novel idea whirls will prob
ably develop into a fad.
Hereafter when a person asks the
Pitteburger fpr a letter, of introduc-
tion, he will hi taken to the nearest
photograph gallery, where souvenir
postal cards are made and delivered
in a few minutes. There a photo-
graph is made of the man Introdte•-
teethe other man to the third party
16.36 The'ezact pose Is made and the who
8.14 receives the postal can imagine that
his friend Is really alongside hint mak-
lug the introduction.
%Video Fatly' months a number of
Pitteburg men have been ye-tinkled
by having letters of introduce:on either
forged or altered One tuan who had
to pay $500 for goods that were par
hared on a letter of introduction
that he gave to a friend who lost the
letter is said to have beeu the first to
Rene of the ithotograph letter of m
troduceon.
10.4e
5.16
8.14
.5.13
3.62
5.66
3.35
1.00
11.87
17.23
2 03
17.35
1.11
10.17
3▪ 4.42
3.45
LIU
4.54
DeWttt's Carbolized Witch flax.:
Salve. It Is especially good for pile.:
Sold by 'all druggists.
lideratioe's I,rswl Wiper.
The Southern educational hoe-d.
with as friends and ay inpathieers
%mope men pronduent in stitt snail-
ship, letters and affairs, local. na1t.oitil
and IiiternifirER.-Tairlion-e,i'Mtrrits
three days' valuable meeting In Mem-
, 12.21 Phis.
The conference has properly Insist_
•
- 7.61 et... on the first importance of eatea-
1.54 tion. Ambassador Bryce, famous n
litters as well as in stat,aglansea.
. 11.56 clearly Indicated that education
not the means bet the trod of endeav-
ors, and the flnahty of edneatioa was
tht mastery of
3.5
1.1
3.53
Wet
24.29
111.04
13.69
6.38
9.64
22.86
West, 'Fred. 19th & Harrison
Vceathertagton. •IIPOUIRSIII
Past • 
Weatherington. Lola, Terrell
73.26 Addition 
10.64 White, Sam. 13th and Jogs,
9.64 White, R., Thurman Add 
White, D. W.. 1205 Tenn 
18.78 .White, W. H.. Sales) Ave 
11.671Wbetemore. E. W., Biala -
' vele Road 
10.68 Wilcoa, & D.. 6th, Boyd and
tea Burnett Sts. 
30.31
11.67
4.06
7.12
11.19
Hays. Fred, for wife  30.5:
Higgins, Mrs. Mary, Sowell
addition  2.0:
Hews, Bud. Tenn. St.  6.61
Heber. F. C., Gih, Boyd & •
19.S1Burnett 
HiTher, W.  
 F., 124 
Har-
rison 
 
69.s6
Holibrook, Mrs. M. J., Har-
rison, Ilth 412th
Holt, W. A.. Clay. 14th &
Sts • 8.51Hostetter, Mary A., 426 Wood-
4.06
ward
Howell. Ella, -T
,
aal 7-- 
• a
Hubbell, Mrs. C.. Chamblin
add. 
Hubbard, Ed C., 6th & -Mc-
Kinney 
thuteon. J. W., Monroe, 11th
& 12th 
Hughes Geo. V., 1350 So. 9th
llumphreys, J. H.. 1292 So.
9th 84.• 
Huabands, Wm. It., 2% seers
near coal tipple 
Husbands_ Mrs. S. E-
Hutcherson, S. L.. Guthrie
avenue 
Hyman, L. H.. W. B'vray..t 
Hays, H. L. 922 Jeff.. St
HOPI. T. 11.. 14th. Fountain
avenue
Ingram, M. H..' 5th & Trim
6.1u Jathes, Albert F. 1225 Sak,m
12.20 avenue 
8.14 Jones. C. 8., Minuet. 11th &
40.70 -12th WC 
4.11 Jones. .1. T.. Adams St. 
14.72 Jose., E. T., Bridge St,  
11.40 Jones. Jess sr., O'Brien add 
2.43 Jones, S. W„. 10th & Burnett
11.67 Jorgenson, 3.K.. So 3rd St.,
8.11 Johnson, Chas. Eulah St 
Johnson. H. J., "Pulley ave..
5,5c aohnson M. B. est.. Clark
4th & 5441 Sta. .. 
2.03 Johnson, Mrs, E. A., So. 4th 
2.0,; Johnson, Robt.. 8th, Husb 
Bockman 
Johnson, Sam. Harrison M 
Johnson, N 8., 13th, Burnett
& Flournoy 
Johnson, Silas J., Bridge St 
Jones,
Joyner, Mrs. Willie,. Kinney
avenue A 
Kahn. Mrs. Fannie. 9th &
Monroe 
Cramer, Mrs., Harrison 7th
& 9th Sts. 
Kaskey, Geo.'Trimble. St 
Easkey. Mary 13th & Flor-
soy Sts. 
Kennedy, H. T., Husbands &
Jewett add. 
Heobler. Mrs. Nancy. Ash-
brook ups, 
Keiser. Mrs. Essanael, flow -
landtown 
12.20 Keithley, Joht, 820 So. 7th 
24.70 Renee, A. P.. Hays add 
14.13 Kelly, B , Monroe, 11th
12th Sts 
8.11 King, W. T. & D. A., Clay,
9th & 10th 
et 93 Kikirtyne, Mrs. Fannie, 9th &
5.05 Trimble Ste 
::.St Kirkpatrick, D. W., Bloom-
: 03 field ave. 
26.9,1 Kore, Geneva, Hinkleville R.
Kyle, Mills.., laalthesd. •
8.14 Kahn. Oscar, for heirs. SO.
4th 51. 
16.28 Landis, L. D., Caldwell 
3.53 Landis, W. It.. Worten add! 
Landrum, Mary. ,hones St 
11 05 LaeleY. 0. L., Berneelm ave.
12 20 Latham, U. L., 8th. Adams
16 28 & 'wheels 
4.24 LaReth H. A., Little's 
. 
.add 
Laroe, A. A., Bo. 6th St...
81 91 Cebberry, 3 B.. O'Brten's add
Lee. .3'., West Ead 
61.65 ',eines, S. G., Id 14th St. ..1
Leech & Washington. Ky ave.
.91 13th & 14th Be.  
I.igon. . 14th 116 
.99
9.64
40.56
15.4:
5,..
96.48
5.04
21.04
22.33
4.34
2.01
6.66
8.68
6 8Q
_7‘. •leenhard, Wm. Woodward.  .
Lteering, Then.. Gth, Neils°
& Husbands Ste. 
Lewis. 1' E , 13'wiev 
LIghtfoot, ,et. T., 1733 Jeff 
Lindsey, M. If., North View
add 
Lynn, Frank, 104h St. 
LInn. af Clements St  
Joesie, O'larien'a add 
Lober, W. F., 12th and Har-
tle MY 
1.uttrell, A C . Vous. Park,
Lydon. Mark, 533 kin
Lyle, B. H. Ky. ave, 2nd
& 3rd Sta.  •
Lyn*, 14., Clumeits St • • •
Martin, W, 21., 1,4001 a
1.42
Someone thing Co., Meyers 2118.96 Dance, Henry. 916 N. 10th..
Hobbs. Sam, Faxon's Add...
Howell. Henry est., gth strd
Terrell 
heaths, Jorr Woodward Ave
3.83 Jenkins, Monroe, Broad Alter
Jenkins. 1.411,Tellfe, 5. 12111
1.78 Jenkins, FlOgence.1714 Broad
7 1)8 Johnsen. R karat Hat-
bands an tv.91
2.64 
Jonas,
Goollagarie 
Husbands
3.05
Jorden, Agues, 156 Clemenb 3.55
Ride's, Will, llth tad Haab., 14.12
Kival. Mies,- t1-9-8 1th -  • 11.47
1-61 K:rk, John. Leak. 9th 10th 3.53
Knight, Will. 11th, BOyd.and
4.56•and Terrell 
Lawrence. T. A.. Rialletown.. 6.58
Lladsel y. FriDelf. Ins Broad
•  4.06
Long. Mrs. I.. , 1101 N. 7th 5.57
Lott. W. H., 4th, Husbasals
and George • 
Loving. Dennis, 1309 S. 1111th 13.90
Loving. 43,0„ Broad. 7111 &81k 4 SS
Mans11441. W. H., and wife.
7.93512 IL 7th St 
Manion, Margarette,....Monroe,
6.10 •13th and 14th 
Marsh, ;oho. Inth and Bey& 17.74
Mathis. ̀John, Beeman Add  8.14
Mechanicsburg Temple. one-
half sere near liersog's  1.01
Miller, Mande, 1136 N. 6th 6.10
Minor, John, 842 S. sth  7.79
Moore, Bartlett, Trimble .. 4.06
Morgan, GI: A.. Elizabeth, 6th
and 7th  5.58
Mosley. John, heirs, -10th and
- 10th and 11th  
1104..2171Boyd Sta.  • 
McClure, Std. heirs, Madison,
McGill. Geo.: 11th; Flournoy
and Terrell 
McKnight. Will, Burnett and 
10.64
Flournoy  5 5'1
Neal, Sans. 10th & Cleveland ,I1.54
Nerd, Amide, Breed Alley  4.01
Oveertoe & Bred. George, .4t1
and Tat  2.11
Overton. Scott. Gib and Ohio Mit
Owen, Scion. 921 Wash  17.78
Parker, Warren, Rowlown  2.54
Perry, Martin, N. 12th St  1158
Perkins, Marshall, N. 10th  8.697.61 Price, Ed. 1317 S. 9th St  2.543-13 Pullen. Abe, 4171i 8. 5th  13.70'9.64 Pell'', Ned. 10th, Tennessee
9.64 and Jones  4.554.S' Reed, Eliza, 8th, Norton and13.7r) Husband'  15.129.11 Reed, Elijah. 1316 S. 9th  5.043.5.1 Reed. Leonard, 1222 S. 8th  3.025.$0 Reynolds, Wm. and Dave,11.6f 12th and Flournoy   4, 3.02
Richardson. Atinstead, N. 7th $.613.05 Richardson, Giro . S. 9th St  3.53
6.58 Ridgeway. Win.. and wife.
1.52 11th, Tenn. and Jones  2.54
6.11 Robinson, Kate. Wublegtonr. 7th and 8th  6 109.64 Robinson. C. W., Jones, 1•18
1.62t and 11th .  LIS9.61 1111owle. Margarett, Row4own 11 245.•t6 Small. James, near Berger 3.4312.“18Inith. Marla, III Husbands., 9.1412.17 Smith J D.. 824 N. 8th  5.0r.3.0% Stanley. Jane, Terrell Elt  2.01Steele. Belle. 1111 N. 11th  8.14I It 14 Stringer, W. bl., leiter Ave. 5,8st13.70 Tallv. S . 824 N. 10th  13.7013.70 Tandy, Page.Clay St  9.815.03 Thomas, Mn. 8.C.. N. 13th  14.2510.65 Thomas, Harris. 12th & Mad 13.707.61 Thompson heirs. 10th St  4.067.61 Turner, ('has,, 1041 8, Sib  L41.Turley, Clara. 1237 Madison 4.824.66 Turner, James, 415 Jackson 11.98Towles. Eliza. Washington., 10.17
516 WI:111's  J114;16%7121 2
1ll 
N15.1.gtb 134.757P203 Washington, :John. S. s 66.611 Watkins, I.. Metzger's Add  5.56Watts, A., 1129 4th 8t.., 13.700_05 Webb. Alfred, 1235 a 8th sts 7.6077(, Welch, Lydia. S. 9th
6 40 White, James. 9th and Wash. 128..7144.5R White Virk. Broad Alley, 5 54
24:5803 White, 
Sarah,
4B2rOst114 1.91tlhey..,.* 11.0128Williams. Harry, 10th, Leak762:081311 wv.w:olialitn7midarnon:
Scott, 8. 13th St  11.70
(1-1.710.,:.a,R102w201mSnd. ttoetwah 101 3.0054 61
--2.50
1.04 Tie' shove nrOperty her list for8.21 19017 having been reform...1 to tl.e4.5 altor me delqueter, tip ettryedfor ••iiir at thr Rail thew aw
Nhonoloos. May 4th. 11•14M, at le
40C11144. r tit., hy the (My Treasarte,maw paid to him before that date...
ALEX. RIR1:LAND,
tity Aisdieov.
4.14 Paella* 14.* 451 114:41i
1••
6.32
4.55
17.79
9.57
3.41
16,28
4.55
4.35
7.11
10.05
3.73
8.14
4.32
2.01
3.4E:
3.53
5.11.1
8.26
Miss Gushly-I like people who are
ilways the sante don't Ynu'
Mr. Gustily-Not if tbe)':-e nfl-
fors.ly disagreeable.
7.60 •4-May Smart .,Set.
6.49
51t
•
•
•
a
4
Tilt UMJ)AL APRIL SO.
Keep the
Kitchen .0001
Why swelter over a glowing
range iu a stuffy Litchen, when
a nee/ Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cook-Stove will do
the &Lazily cooking without
raising the temperature
enough to be notiqtable?
By putting a "New Per.
fection" in and allbwing the
range fire to go Out, you may
make this summer's kitcht:n
work not only bearable, but
actually a plemurc. The
NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
produces an intense heat "fair the ittdr or its she gore, but does not radiateheat in all direction; Ai a coal range doer-hence is used with comfort onthe hottest summer day. Made in three Oars, and warranted. /f nut with
your dealer, w rite our nearest agency.
The comas as tiese
0 Lamp lamp pease.imosmit's-
„ table to get. Ceres a elms,Meats light that reaches the farthest comer of a rood- silted lermgaeom. rrade throughout of nickeledbrass; perfectly safe and %et,. oenamentalf Warrantedloorepteareieulor it her with emir dealer, write 6iii" -8211tat agency.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
incorporated)
VIP"
On Is a "re You (A
INSURANCE rm...
lUsgs d Immo
L .P Aire _
:Phone ass
•
LILLARD SANDERS
, 7o15
or Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
tanager, Taylor-Trot%ood Magazie Contest
DAILY SUN OFFICE
PADUCAH, KY.
/ rote r.
* Bt.
Whose address ts 
• 
Signed
This Coupon (loyal ter I a•tite
GREAT BOOKSM  LITTLE PRICES
We are offering boob that formerly sold at a1.26 ad $1-50 at
50c Per Copy
Princess Mantel Line The Kentuckian Italian* Winslow, 11i elThe 011211e111of Lite ((imn), Lady Roses Daughter. Rose o' the River
These and a hundredaither hoe Istoit. at tie• special hoe price.
D. E. WILSON 1HE BOOK andMUSIC MAN
Paducah Gala Week, May 4-9
GREAT COSMOPOLITAN SHOWS
Mare Free Attractions Than Ever Before
MILITARY BAND
A Few.of the Features:
Follies of 1908,
Big Atto's Zoo,
The Old Plantation,
The Talking Dog,
Palace of Mystery, .
Alton Country Circus,
The Lilliputian Theatre,
Flow Old is Ann,
The Zemo •Zemo Troupe
Rolla,
I ILLUIINATING PLANT MS Mint TO- DAY
ig
11
tie
lo
tit
re
1-
I,,
a
Ii
•
•
Pa
•
ft
.41
4
THI FD141.4 Y. I PRII. SO. e's t s
Old
Straw
Hats
Made to look like new With a
package of
Okay's Straw liat
Cleaner
10c and 25c at
Onerson's
DRUG STORE
Dr. Stamper
D
Fratmity itsrn 205
iMill1110 •
Extracting Teeth pal Plate'
Work a Skalti.
DR. KING BR(OKS. s+e Nome*,
_Hamm Tischeart Reading. op-
;losirs. Nest to Catholic chards. New
phone ISM.
FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRIOR
Them are the foundations upon
which we are building swam&
I hi, 'serge% are groomed to the
PINIt of esonditiou always ant.1 our
equipment the hest, yet our
prices are extremely reas
Next Unie you want I lee a
drive, Net, call
HAWLEY AND SON
Either Pim 417421
100 Musa St.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL EX-
CURSION *mum. •
The following reduced rates
are announced:
11.erlmore, Md. - Genera
ronferolice M. E. church.
Date., of sae May 3, 4 and 5
Return limit May 30. Round
trip $31 85.
3. T. DONOVAN,
Agent (Illy Opice, Paducah,
I.
R. fe. PRATHER.
Agent Union Depot.
I.
KILL...nil COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS 
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR I C
INMG
.
i
E
rlv
AM M TIM1001111 .
GGARA GE
on *M 11a 
POSITIONS
THE PADUCAH EVENING' SUN
Waal SIMI 1
GOOD= 
'DAVIS CREATES
MILD SENSATION
Otrasa•ss gives c,,ntraets, backed by Alain
year,' Slies,44, It) sews tom, ande
r)( SO Co Mewls, II300.000.00 Wild is
r",asonabio. condit tuns or re und tuition. Offers Resolution For Report
BOOKKEEPING mr=t;roiaccepting his Ost Trilial Rolls.
=t
p oion. c ncede that he teaches more
-ping voter months than they
00 lu Brau igt ion can convince YOU.
$HORTHANO linriwarl;)af tt usyowl ite porter  Name.. Were Kept Off In One Family
elite the system of shorthand DruMrou \ 
on, liteglio,tered so Negroes ande 
leeches. because they know it ,.TIIg B T. Only One as Indian.
Fos irithe cATetelitIE and boultkn wn
fAltirlf Tvirgrapkly T. which explain all, caei
ola of write JsO. F. DilAILT41144/11, President
• DRAUGI10?1'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS ('IVI,FC.F
tug eh. i.orb in, Lou
I Incorporated) PADUCAH, 214
Broadway, or St. Louis or Nashville.
EDGAR WHITTEMORE
SEAL ESTATE
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE usr.
s..41 TelopLose for it.
rbo•es 835 eRATERN1TY BLDG.
PADUCAH, KT.
IVAIVflLL PADUO AZ &KB
CA1110 tarts.
(IbmwEilitall4K)
euesreu.ssaskias raciness
- ably Ilestst Ilbstise.)
•
Steamers Joe Fowler and Jolts $
Hopkins. lease Paducah for Evans
rifle and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and was
landings at $ a. m. sharp, daily, se
cept Sunday. Special excursitelf rates
now in effect from Padfield to C.aire
and return. 'with or without mean
aad room. Good MOMS and table SD
r passed .
For further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler, Gereral Pass. Agent,
Ofven Fowler, City Pass Agent, a'
Irowler-Crumbaugh & Co's °See
First and Broadway.
41. LOUIS & TENNICHSEE RIF1111
PACKET COMPANY.
Iseorpornaed.1
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah tor Tennessee ftIw
Kvery Wednesday at 4 el ma
W WRIGHT Mame
KUUENE ROBINSON . • . Clore
This company ts not reeponsibo
or invoice charges anima eolleetse
the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Pada
ah to Waterloo. Fare for the roan?
rip $13 00. Leaves Padua& evert
W'ednesday at 4 p. M.
iEW STATE HOTEL
11IWYEOPOLIK ELL.
S. A. Batley, Oreg.
teems awl beet hetet is ens alp
tates $9.00. Two largo assolls
meow Bath rooms, IDertelir Lights.
Me telly centrally located Road as
Is. city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE so.
tams°
HENRY MANN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AXE
EINTIVEY.
Ise& Medias, Rank Wort. Lew
sod Library Week a seteetialty.
NOTICE!
111111111111111111•111111111111111F
The Pailleah
llotrotss and Sad-
dlery Company
have moved to
their new Ices-.
t too, 20g Ken- .
tuelty avenue,
where, with a
handsome n e w
stock, they volll
be ready for buta-
ne:a April II
I
Define Mocha Coffee.
Washi' ngton. April 30.-After it
thorough investigation of the restric-
tions necessary to be placed upen tb,
coffees put upon the market and sold
tinder the name of "mocha." the
board of food and drug inspection.
with the approval of the Secretary ce
Agree:tare Wilson. has decided that
the term "mocha" should be restrict-
ed to coffee grown In that part of
erablavto the north and east of Hod -
Kedah; known es Yemen
'UM ritit%h ER DID NOT TALK
Washington, April 30.-Senator 1)a-
vie of Askansas. created a mild sensa-
tion in the aenste, when, lu discuss-
fig his resolution calling on the sec-
retary of tbe interior for leforsislies
about the tribal rolls of the Choctaw
and COLeakasaw Indians of Oklaho-
Ina, he declared that 10,000 names
were being kept off the roils by the
secretary and instanced a ease in
wbicti he said none of the members
of • family were rated as negroes and
oattly one as an Ludlow
Advancing toward Foraker. of Ohio,
hie voice thundered throuithout the
chamber and adjacent halls as he
asked, "if the Ohio senator 'loved
niggene SO well why 'did he not come
forward and defend these members o
that race-l'Only laughter greeted
A
50 Fathoms Deep
WAY down on the bottom
" of the sea under three
hundred ket of water is the
favorite home of the codfsh
The ice-cold water of Norway
and the North Atlantic is his
ee. lie has the power to grow
fat under severe surroundings.
The same natural powet is in
Scoff's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil. Nature her-
self put it there. The power
products new flub and new
life in those who suffer from
wasting diseases.
All Ontaa42.6 md $1.00.
CAIRO PRESBYTERY
HELD ITS FIRST SEttillqN IN
CA1110 YKsTER DAV,
Illsaiosary To China IOntertains And
Inetrotla
Attendant,.
this and Foraker requested In a mild
tone that the senator speak louder.
Later Davie resolution was passed.
-Ali pension bills on the calendar
and many other measures of nififor
importence were passed during the
day.
Senator Warner of M:SSOUri. Dein*
ill, an agreemest was rearbed to per-
mit other genaturs to read for him
the remainder of his Brownsville
speech.
In the 14••••-.
The sundry care' appropriation bill
was under oonelderation in- the house
today and the greater part of the tins.
continued in ̀general debate and dis-
cussion under the five minute rule,
which will b resumed tomorrow,
Fowler of New Jersey, denounced
he Aldrich curieney bill and pleaded
for the passing of his bill to create
currency eommIskin.
Williams of Mississippi, presented a.
petition laved by 164 of the 166
betsoerats eompostng the minority
agieng the speaker to remolds* some
member of the house to remove a dis-
cherge of the ways and mean. commit-
tee from further consideration of the
Stevens bill for the removal of duty
on woOd pulp for print paper and to
itaasglitat bill or a similar ose.
Dalsell, of Pennsylvania. offered an
aiseedtuent to the *undo, civic bill
pppropristing $60,000 for the estab-
lishment of a national art gallery,. In
the Smithsonian Institute. The
etneadjpent was rejected.
Theehouse dleagreed to .the senate
amendmeot to the naval appropriation
bill and th bill wig sent to the 'con-
ference.
'RUM! PILES! PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles
It ateorbs the tumors, allays Itching
at once, acts as a poultice, gives in-
otant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
0 ntment Is prepared for Piles and
Itching of the private parts. Sold by
druegets, mall 50c and $1 .00. Wil-
liams' M'f'g. Co.. Props., Cleveland.O.
FEAR FOR MANVEL'S LIFE.
Will Be Heavily (horded When He
Goes to Parliament.
lesbon, April 30.-Great concern
exists lest the reopening of parlfa-
tient may occasion fresh outrages-
possibly an attempt on the life of
King Manuel. who in accordance with
tradition, meat go in state to Cork's
to pronousee the opening.
Tee city la full of troops and (be
entire route from Narcissidandes to
the parliament house will be lined
with soldiers. ,
The king will travel In a closed
carriage surrounded by lancers. Some
time ago a plot was discovered, said
to be a direct prequel of the tragedy of
February 1. and a man named Pa-
lanque was arrested But•the police
failed to procure Incriminating evi-
dence and he Was released.
Kennedy's Laxative Centel Syrup acts
promptly yet gently on the bowela,
through which the cold Is forced out
of the syleetn. and at the same time
it allays Intim:initiation, Sold by ail
druggists.
Ste enta. upraise. Wrotlem Morns, rheumatic
mid ail °ober pains. um McLealia Volcanic 00
Lonistent fast 1.m4 in Mt, stilt the assn.
eareur• remedy In IIIM. (mod Nor root of
beau. Sc. Sr. and 111.5
Ayarke bursts the blue-Danish.
All the patent medieinee and
toilet arteleie advertised in this
Jr paper are on sale ail
Mcrterson's Drag Stars
Foseeth en4 Eresdway.
 wee. a 
River stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing read 26 rise of .3 since yes-
terday morning Rain fall yesterday
and last nixie I S tastes Rainfall
dieing the month of April amounted
..to 7.14 inches. which Ii 3AS Inches
more rain then fell during the. two%
0' Mar. The highest stage of the
r'yer during April was 39.7 feet; the
lowest Stage was 24.2 feet. The river
riew and fell steadily during April
there were no big rises or falls In any
24 'hours. the greatest AP in 24
hears was 1.3, the greatest fall was
1 6. The river roes for it dais and
fen foe 22 days during April In
April *ere were 17 clear days and 11
0010:Woe rainy days.
'Me flick Fowler get away for Cairo
this morning on time with a big trip
Of freight and paseteigers. fele had
scene large timbers for the James Lee
whitli is as die !Sound City ways
TIte City of saltine will be late ells
afternoon, or early toilette fronts the
Tennessee on her way to et
The Kentucky sail be in tonight for
else Tennessee and will return Satur-
day night at 0 o'clock.
The Royal m-mitt a good trip from
'Golconda here and return
• The George <• teeing had two good
Antoinette trips between Mete-mole and
Paducah today •
The Charles Turner arrive/ from
JoPPs today with • tow of tempt%
barge.e tedis will prepere to. leave too
anotber tow of tea.
$ The 
Margaret arrived this moraine
from the Teatime>, with a tow of tic.
Ifor the Ayer & Lord Tet company.The Lola Is in from Jopps trite gis snakily
tow of empty barges and will leave
I
Cairo. April 30.-The Cairo
Presbytery and %Venian's Mialiklaary
Society held leterestieg and instruc-
tive eessions yesterday. They are
coniposed of an earnest body of' men
and women, front a dozen' or more
neigbboring connnunities. Eleven
patters and searteeu elders respond-
ed to the roll call yesterday morning.
Ladies of the Cairo church servee
lunch yaterday at noon. Late night
Miss Juanita Roireets, missionre in
China. delivered an interestisg address
at theechurch telling of her experi-
ences in that strange country. Rev.
W. El. Lile, Sunday schoca misionary,
repoeted that kit) persons have aigi-
ed a requeet.for the establishment of
e church at McClure this cOnsty.
He believed a church should be es-
tablished at Thebes also, as there was
so regular church there now and
saloons had ben voted out Other
places where churches are to be es-
tablished are 'Houten and Eilisabeth•
town. The Cairo Christian Endeavor
society was shown to be the banner
society its the Presbytery its the mat-
ter of contributiug to the missionary
fund, having contributed $103 last
year; Anna was next with $45. The
Letal contributions of the year were
$232.03. Tee Oetelman. of Cobden,
was elected delegate to the Synodical
Meeting. It Wei decided that Rev.
MeCiure who ifs% called to both the
Marion and Cobden churches should
remain with the former. The prob-
lein to be decided. (sod over which
some disagreement is looked for, is
the twinging togetber of the Cumber-
land church properties. Some of the
latter churches in the Presisrtery are
still Maintaining separate organisa-
tions.
apeer Stageit.
C.airo. 15.0, eland.
Cliatanompa. ndointag.
Cincinnati, 21.4. 1.0 fall.
Evaisville, 23.7, stand.
Florence. missing.
Johnsonville, 14.0, 1.0 rise.
Louisville. 9 1. 0.3 fall.
Mt. Carmel, 11.4,41.4 fall.
Nashville. telexing.
Pittsburg, missing.
St. Louie. 17.00, 0.7 fail.
Mt. Verne11-23.4, 03' rise.
Paderiab 26.5. 0.2 See.
Carthage 15.ti • 2.1 tall.
Rersoldes 8.4, 2.8 fall.
for thelefelbertand today alter a tow
of ties. 
.
A barge belonging to the towboat
American was taken on the dry docks
this afternoon for repairs.
The Pa%onia arrived trom the Cum-
berland today with a big tow of ties
for the Ayer & lord Ti. company.
The Americau will leave in a fee
claps for Riverton. Ala., with a to
of sand.
The big towboat Oakland passed up
the Obits last Moist with a big tow of
ettAtty barges, betiud for lemerville.
The Johtt B. Hopkins was in from
Evansville today with a big trip of
freight and pasliengers. She returne I
isnmediatelyesfter transacting business
at the wharfentet,
The Evansville Packet Joe Fowlve
bed a ereakdown yesterday at He.
wheel boat and did not get away for
se elevate till 7:31a o'clock last night
The doctor broke down and the boat
had to wait till another one could be
made at the foundry, '
The W. W. and the excursion barge
Aerne passed inspection yesterday In
feat &mut order mad are ready to start
in the excursion trade. The W. W.
win make the Arise excursion next
Suaday from Padoese to EddrviRe.
Captains Green and St. John inspected
tile W. W. and today the are inspect-
lag tithe Reaper, towboat, belonging
to the West Kentweity coal conivanY•
The Georgia Lee will leave Mtn-
phis. this afternoon at 5 o'clock for
Cincinnati and arrive here Sat-
urday efternoon.
The ̀ Vincennes arrived yesterday-
earn the Tennessee with aepta Wet
.` lillivent on to Joppa thio
morning with her tow.
Two dry docks were put. In commis-
sion yesterday by the West Kentucky
@oat compare,- at Its docks a short d:s-
lance up the Tennessee .river. The
eompauy now-has encase docks to lift
any. of Its boats out of the water.
The Scotia is up the Tennessee gaffe
ering up ties that site lost. She will
also raise the sunken barge.
Official Pommes.
The. Ohio, at Reanimate and Mt.
Vernon; not mueb change during the
next 3.6 hours; with a falling tend-
eecy. A/ Paducah . and nitro, will
continue falling deriag the neat 36
hours,
The Tennessee. at Foust* and
Riverton, will continue realm for 24
to 48 "hours At Johnsonville, not
much change tonight end ThursIae.
The Mississippi. at Chester. not
muck change for 24 bourse At Cape
Wrardeau, will continue rifling 12 to
24 hours..
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, not
math cense during the next 12
hours.
BOUGH HOUSE ROCTS BAILEY.
, yeses *mato, Adjourne Dante Meet-
1 Ini-ntfe and Vises Used.Dallas, Tex., Apri1.30.-A riot wa.,narrowly averted !ale last rogirtlit
Fair Park Auditorium as a meet of
Interference of antellaileyltes during
Senator Bailey's address to an audi-
ence of 7.009 people.
The confusion and disorder became
so Intense that Senator Bailey ad-
journed the meeting, announcing he
would retire aeotber time and speak
to mos only, beIng unable to express
his sentiment as a ,result of a large
!somber of women present. Frequent
fist fights and one herious cutting
affray occurred in the downtown dis-
:get of Dallas as a result of the in-
tense feeling. t
Hokbo Seveved Head,
New York, April 30.--Clasfellg
tightly against her breast the severed
head of her 7-year-old child that had
been decapitated by an over-speeding
trolley car, Km. Marion Huttel wailed
nearly an hour sitting on the curb-
stone while a frantic crowd labored
to free the body.
The little girl was playing In front
of her home on Eighth avenue while
her mother stood on the stoop waiting
for her husband. The child started
to cross the street directly In front of
a car. The mother, seeing the dan-
ger, made a rush for her daughters-
but was too late, and the severed -teed
fell almost at her feet. With a wild
scream Mrs Iluttel picked up the
head and kissed the facts and re
inverted there until the lifeless body
was given to her.
Ills feared she will lose her reason
WE ARE •
DEPENDABLE TAILORS
En-.ploy only first-clan
workmen and you will
find no cheap goods on
our counters Give us
2 trial.
• SOLOIION The Tan
IN Plow 53
ig
POISON
EA Pall, Cal-
Cf2, acily atz,
?ILI%
PLUMB I NO
Pot first clan Pteni I.' lig and
Gas lee tioo• Pee
BIF.2114E/iirr 1131^,USICIARD
Eatim•tes carefully given. Julkinft
a specialty. Old phone EltiL.1
Country Vinegar
Guaranteed pure Apple cider.
Two years old. In gallon jugs
Many people suffer [mail 1111111rod
Poison and don't know it. Head 41) rithton•
Syniptoms. Easily cured by B. B. B.
It you have aches and pains In the
bones, tack or Minim itching, Scabby
skin, bloiel feels hut or thin; Swollen
Glands, Risings and Bumps on the skin
Sore Throat or Mouth, falling hair,
Pimples or offensive eruptions. Cancer-
ous Sores. Lumps or Sores on Laps, Face
or any part of the body, Take Betente
Bleed Babe, IS. B. 111.1 tinneasteed to
cure even the worst and most deep-
mated cases. B. B. B. drives all poi-
'tenons matter from the System and
sends a flood of pure, rich blood direct
to the skin surface. In this way Aches
and Pains are stopped. all Eruptions.
lieres, Pimples, even cancer and every
evidence of Blood Poison are quickly
healed and cured, completely changing
the entire body Into a clean, healthy
condition. Thousalade of the worst cases
cured by B. B. B., after all other treat-
ment failed.
CUBES t7191111116 KCEMMA,
Watery blisto rm. open, itching sores
•f all kind, all leave after treatment
with B. B. B., because these troubles ake
caused by blood poison, while B.
kills the poison, makes the bloc,. pure
aid rich. heals the sores and stops the
Itch ing.
BOTANIC. BLOOD DALIN. Oa. B. Bo
is pleasant and sate to take; comPosed
of pure Botanic Ingredients. SAMPLE
ENT FREE by writing Blood Balm Co.,
tlanta, Ga. SOLD BY Init.7001STS. or
sent by supremo. At II PER LARGE
BOTTLE, with directions for hums
.ANNPOb.--
Sold In Paducah. xr.. h, R. W.
Walker ce.. W. J. Gilbert, tang
Bros. jovey I Lest.
MINER'S PAY STOLEN.
Poor Masked 'Men Held Up Goads
Coaveying $18,000 to Milan's.
Biuefield,'W! Va., April 30.-Four
sewed men held up guards who were
ronveying $18.000 from Welch to
Miry. W. Va.. to pay the employes of
the United States Coal and Coke com-
pany. _The money had been shipped
by the McDowell County aNtional
bank at Welch. There is no clue_ to
the robberr.
Faith in God sellout friendship
with man is like poetry without print.
ARKS
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL -
P.A.SIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one box
will cure bey ordinary cue of Kid-
ney or bladder trouble. ,Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Week and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder In both
Men and women. Sold at 50 cents
per box on the no cure se pay basis
by hicPhersonet Drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agent for 3,aciu-
dab, or sent by mail upon rect of
price by Lark Medicine Co., Louis-
ville, Kr.
M. T. RILEY
124 S. Seefind St tiles; 477
AMERICAN
PLAN
SIROPEAN
PLArt
ATLANTIC CITY
G JASON WA1EPt3
SENO FOR
BOOKLET
GOCF CAFE
GARAGE 5TRA
--OfrIVIE 50AM) WACK
FINE PLANTS
•
Bruason'-ii out rate sale on
bedding plants is now going
on at their green houses in
Rowlandtown.
All 5c bedding plants.
AU 10c beddine plants lc
enidcztalt• PW.';
ICE! ICE!'
Se, that you get on cot
Weights' Scalea 'ii all
wagons
Independent Ice Co.
Both Noes 154
ICE! ICE!
We Clean Carpets. ..
CLEANED send them elsewhere. If you Want them
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.
New City Laundry and
Phones 121.
„
Carpet Cleaning Works
•
If you want Our carpets BEATEN and NOT
,
Early Times
.......,r....a
And
Jack Beam
Distilled in the spring 'of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government $tamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .• .•
-
For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is loth* sup:rier
.. ___. .-
••••10,`
PACOARCIII
• • " "Y•tivompr -#1**•••••• -
1111: kli I.\
•
A Febv of the
Many Specials
To Pe Had at the Daylight Store
Friday and Saturday
These are in addition to all other
advertised goods that have been on
sale for the week. - •
Curia's Swiss
One hit of Colored Curtain Swiss, green, red and
yellow; a reenlat 25c yard Swiss,
Friday and Saturday, yard 15c
Five pieces 2 in tni?in -Litiep";-tvio—shattetr-te
green and one tan, a very desirable quality 15cfor snital, ppecial. yard.
e case of Fine French Batiste, white and dark
grounds. neat figures, also tl 'tat designs, a 10Cremarkah it quality, sold spteial at, yard._
Fancy Panama Suiting
Three piee s 44 in. tan eliecket) all wool Panama
and our regular $1 stiii•k; special, yard_____ 55C
Suiting; this is strictly high grade goods
Black Taffeta Silk
Two pietes 19 in Black Taffeta, a good iinality
filet is very .peeial at,
yard _  45c
Two pieces 27 in. heavy Black Taffeta Silk. a
$1110
very fine quality that sells regular at
$1.60 yard, special, yarij 
,
*1:
SHOT IIERVI‘ii.0 R L.,11? BUYS
.1S WELL .15 1.ILUES
Ube Daylight Store
•
Pat enters car with cigar in , his me pocket. and it ain't goin
..—Circle
inouth. Conductor—No smoking al- Magazine.
lowed. Pat-01 ain't smoititC. Con-1
dii tor—You've got a cigar in your ' Fo:ks Who cro the works of rel
igion
oh. Pat—An' Of got a watch in have little trouble over the words.
SEE THE AIRSHIP
BEFORE IT SAILS OVER THE CIIY-  _ 
On Exhibition at Wallace Park
TODAY
"The America" Commanded b 
y
Capt. Wm Mattery
Word's Nest Dark as.1 Fir-Fased Aerial Navigtler Will Leave its Nseriogs
Between three and six O'clock p. m.
Don't Fail to See and Inspect This
Woderful Mechanical Device
The Scientific Marvel of the Age
"The America" is the Fleetest
and most imodernly •nd petf!ctly constructed Airship in
the wi.rid sof brings to • complete realization tht 'dream'
Of Jules Verse, writ Iffy years ago predicted that • in ages
go paw "WI NM ril MINIM- OE Ill HIE Mit"
—.311C
Go See For Yourself!
TAYLOR-TROIWOOD
oNTF24T CLONES SAT1L' Ar
to terlAieli.
All Votes Must Be he By That Hour
To Be (Mstated.
The last count of which will decide
the winner in the Taelor-Trotwood
mntest will take place at 10 o'clock
Saturday morning. The contest has
been very interesting and it seems to
b., any one's race up to date.
Miss Ruby Cad* still retains the
lead.
The rote stands as follows:
MISS RUBY CANADA 22,480
Miss MARIE BROOKS 21.983
MISS ALMA ADAMS 21,1542
Puts May Wilburn 21.324
Miss Alma Armstrong 21,244
Miss Mollie Sullivan  19,694
M les . Bonnie Prince  tc.sevi
The oo_ntest closing Saturday we
will only run tite six highest names at
next count of votes.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
,t. NIMoiiii==A.: G. Beitileff:Nalitt-
viile; A. L. Roston, Nashville; John
W. Man, Philadelphia; C. E. Grugor„
Pittaburg; John McIntire, Evansville;
W. L Dugger. St. Louis; W. V.
Wood. Birmingham.
Palmer—J. E. Brooks. Memphis;
T. L. Taylor, Madisonville, L. 1).
Threlkeld, Smithland; D. C. Taylor,
St. Louis; E. B. Ferguson, Benton;
F Kleckner, Freeport; T. W. Ham-
mond, Evansville; 1.. P. Legg Mariet-
ta; J. H. Kemper, Mt. Sterling; W.
M. Martin Greenville; J. C. Dean,
Mayfield; T. W. Stevenson. Chic-ago.
Belvedere--B. B. Burch, E. F. Cash,
Fancy Farm; J. M. Johnson, Nash-
ville; John Kopf, Owensboro; Fred
Meyer, Louisville; J. H. Robinson.
Fulton; W. T. Young, Paris; J. A.
Anderson, St. Louts; George H. Har-
bough, Memphis; H. G Kirk, Paris;
W. II. Hagman, Loulevile; Orvil:e
Durham, Memphis.
New Richmond-8. D. Ball, Clarks-
ville: 0. Knebler..Gelcanda; R. F.
Powell, Louisville; .C. J. Jobneoa,
Nashville; Willard Lackey. Cideago:
John M. Long, Loulsville; W. L.
Knoll, Kuttawa; V. L. Skinner. Bat-
tle Creek; S. L. Boyer. Cincinnati; J.
Alton. St, Louis; R. E. Tewel), Cin-
cinnati.
I Interstate cosmaseee coseasimsoa Pa.
•--- owes. Make.
...-.--.
1 Washington, April 30.—la the de-
viates prepared -by - Commthaloner
Prouty, the Interstate ethistheree-com-
mission determined that the express
rates from Ne* York, St. Louis and
Omaha to Denver ale unreasonably
high. The commission held that tke
base rates of $4 per hundred pounds
from Omaha to Denver and Ogden
should not exceed $2.60 and 84 re-
spectively.
20 PRISONERS
ALL LEFT IN MeCRACKEN COUN-
T1 JAIL NOW.
7 woiWomen Conveyed To Frankfort
Peniteselery By Sheriff ogivle
Today.
Sheriff Ogilvie and Mr. Rutherford
Baldry left at noon today for the
Frankfort penitentiary with Adeline
Marton and Stunk Gray, colored,
Who were given penitentiary sentences
at the last term of court. The Morton
woman has a ten year sentence for
robbery and Minnie Gray three years
for obtaining money by false pre-
tenses. The Gray woman has been In
the penitentiary .before, baying serv-
ed one year on a similar charge for
which she was convicted.
The exodus to the penitaittary of
the prisoner. sentenced at the last
term of court leaves Jailer Baker
with only about 200 prisoners, probab-
ly the fewest number the jell has held
in years.
l'ARTER MAT NOT GET stoNE1*.
...v.-mini-en Attorneys Vile Appeal
from Judge AWAY/earn Deviates.
Chicago, tit., Aprt 30.—United
States Detrict Attorney Sims and Ma-
rion Erwin. assistant to Attorney
General Bonaparte, today flied on be-
half of the government an appeal
from the final decree entered by Judge
C C. Kohlsaat in the civil care agalust
Capt. Oberlin M. Carter In connection
yrith the river and harbor contract
fraud.
The appeal related to that portion
o! the decree which concerned 437.-
4 (I of the funds taken over by the
rret hers, whit h 'A was held could not
b tinted to Illegal profits of the Green
and Gaynor cootrect and which was
declared-go belong to Carter.
HATES UNREASONABLE-
l'pelabig In Sam.
Parts, April 110.—A dispels* frees
Battasbarg. Skis, says the tows Is
at *It WM' Of 'Mhos who 
have
Odle le revolt and are
lEuretwilin rOildf11111 Troops ere in
inalficient to insure proteetioaak
Alan. ,
2
4444(S4J
tY tititil
Aune gttractive Values
Yor Rtursdaq, Yridaq and Jaturdaq
F OR these three days we offer some very tempti
ng values, appealing
to the economical buyer. These represent just what is needed at
this season and should be taken advantage of, as they are exceptional no
t
only in low price but in quality and styles to choose. Besides these you1,
will find many other tempting displays. : • • • •
9C, Twenty-five pieces White French Madras, a most at-
tractive cloth for summer waists, suits, etc., 29c36e and 40c value .
Fifty pieces of Lanark Cotton Suiting. in stripes,
*beck and plain effect,, for skirts, suits, •te., a cloth
ordinarily retailed at 40c to 35c, we 
25C25e • ffer at 
79c
One ldt of Corsets, broken sizes, some fifty or more,
slightly soiled from handling, but not damaged in
the least as for value, regular 11, *1 50, Ng off
t2, 82.50 all at
500 Ladits' Umbrellas, Paragon tram.% steel rod, of
good quality, gloria cloth cover, 81.00, bought as
job and should sell at $1.50,
special
One ease Ladies' White Gauze Summer Vests, a25e regular 15c value, we will sell for these days 05c
at .°t for _______.. _
Ladle.' hove, black or tan, in meroerized silk genre 
25e
lisle, plain or lace boot effect—we are selling tweat
y-
tive dozen each color of U is hose at, 25cper. pair .
Ladies' Black Hose, white sole, a value tad style
very hard to find this season; this hose' is of s
izeep- Jae
tional quality and worth 25e; we offer as long
as they last, at_ 
Fifteen pieces French Cambric Shirting, beautiful
finish cloth and pietty patterns; this cloth is regular
20e retailer, offered special
at.._..
Twentv-five Wee,s beet outlay Percale,
ground. small colored figures, regular 15c
value, snecial
-15c 15e
in white
11 21C
1„
50 pieces Dress i iinghsm, good pattern Ti. i i 7 !I. il 1/V11
regukar 10e quality, special, y•atil . .. .—...7... 211
4 St udq' s
a
.1••••••==.•••......r-A,Mmamic..—•••••=1..
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Coxey Will See Water Highways Next
g.rec. Jibes,
St. Louie. Mo., April 20,--
ern. Jamb 8. Oothig of Mount Ver-
ner! Old* the same prho marched his
vil.orioue army of unemployed onto
Washington will soon launch a boat
Big expedition down the Ohio and
Misatheippl rivers. It will :tart from
Pittsburg and proceed to New Orleans
Coxey will lead this expedition and
will lecture slang the route on the ne-
cessity of congress appropriating
4154,00°,4AM) for the-Pathrovement 01
she Mississippi and its tributaries
Ttrls was first advocated in the Hobo
convention held in Bt. Louis. ani
Coley was appointed to lay the mat-
ter before President Roosevelt and
congress, which he did. Coxey was
at the Planters' yesterday.
The expedition down the Ohio and
the "Father of Waters." Coley says,
will be made during the summer.
preparations for the trip now being
under way. Thy expedition Is the be-
ginning of a cavalsiddli. el education
or river improvernegt. Cozey says.
-The time to agitate this is now. If
you wait until the men out of employ-
nwnt get work, then you can't,maii •
them believe anytbing. I hope the
press will give publicity to the more-
nont. to the end that the people can
be made to think." he said.
Domentic Furs Moat Disauvross.
Foliowing President Roosevelt's
message to congress for four battle-
ships, (Noxey wrote him a letter saying
that the country is In more danger
frm domestic than foroign roes, and
that the salvation of the country lies
the proper distribution or Its
wealth. He reminded the president
o• the necessity for river improve-
ntent. and of the appropriation of
Siii0.04141.00)0 to our, on the work
He also told him some things about
the financial system of the countrY
Lceb. prfeate secretary to the presi-
dent, acknowledged the recept of
Cosey's eommur.ication. -
(13:ay is returning home 'from Eu-
gene. mo where he went in company.
of Pittsburg capitalists to look over
some mining lands.
VOUNG FISH LIIAVIkke DONK.
Railway Magnate's Roo Is Meeting
Thum.
(
 ••••.•••••...11.
P.‘sietESGER EARNINGS.
hi it r 4.1 Railroad. in Iowa Snow lucre... 
i #f $30141.057.
,
Fort Worth, Texas, April-40.—
Where Is Stuyvesant, Jr.? This ques-
tion Is apparently puzzling his father.
Railroad officials are las receipt Of rail-
way mesages from etsyvemint Fish,
Sr. asking the whereabout of his son
Until recently the 'young man was
In the employ of the et. Louis and
Sin Francine* railroad at theakosee,
Oh. When be left Sere he announc-
ed his intention of retaining. lie nee-
came back. At that time it was
generally understood that be bad gene
to New York.
From the mestuees received here
today he has apparently W6 home and
Is supposed to be in soave point la the
scuthwest, presumably in Team. Of-
ficial' here announce thee know swath-
ing of the whereabouts of the yawing
matt.
Coupled with -saw. mport of his
strange disappearance ease the rumor
Viet young Fish had eloped mid
wedded a daughter of N. H. Harriman,
his tathees hated bantam rival.
Not Married Nor Idlankm.
New York, April hek--eanyvessat
Fisk authorised the statement took"'
that there M no truth In the report of
his Iklit's eloyemest glib 111 N. Harri-
men's Modeller.
To Ineestala
Detroit, April ea - A
n embattle
croons for the entertainment -1d
Governor iohnaon of Minnesota, has
arranged.
Des 'Moines. Is., April 20.—With
the two per cent Fare len in °Perdition
fot the greater part of the period.
eight representative railroads of lo-
ws show a net gain of $393,067 is
pamenger earnings for the year end-
ing Jairoary 1st. 1908.
Notwithstanding the falling off. of
$:.106,140#0 in gross earnings for the
witne period, the conclusion is drawn
that the reduction in the pile, of
mileage has benefitted the railroads as
well as the people.
Alleged Bootiegger Arrested.
Ptilton..Ky , April 30.—Lee Mar-
Who was imported by the local
option workers here for the purpose
of apprehending bootleggers, was ar-
rested yesterday for selling whisky at
Martin. Than. The arrest was made
by Officer Carter, who received • tele-
phone Message frOm Martin, stating
that Marshal was coming this Way.
'Patrolman Carter immediately Weft
to meet the detective and found klis
about two miles south of the city and
placed him under arrest. After Mtn-
sounicating with otters at Martin It
was learned that Marshall was WOO.
tse on three charges, setting walski
without lionise, carrying concealed a
deadly weapon and mainline,. When
the prisoner was returned to Maeda.
a United States revesue ale* wiul
0111Aaltd to take eiarge of him It Is
NOM by Marna Sneers that L.., Hsr-
shan tithe most notorious bmitiegger
In thfs coantry.
Ruches
N FRENZY, THROWS
LIGHTED LAMP
AT WIFE
(From Savannah Nests, March 2d.,
The above dastardly act would have been im-
possible if they had had electric lights.
By the time he got the bulb unscrewed, he would
have recovered from his fit of temper.
Besides, he couldn't have seen .where to throw
it, as disconnecting it would have cut off the light,
and stopping the flow would have cut off expense,
thus making his pastime less experuive.
This is only ONE of the advantages of ELECTRIC
LIGHTS. There are others.
Write, telephone or call.
aducab Light & Power
Company
rst.N1
241 INPIIIN 406 BROADWAY 281 Nes Phone
Careless--Twer itrtsbasea. insisette ttalise ii way • frees Atli." "ye don't
ass der. .trere d isur-u set na Wall new a au y sold Mike Well It ON f ,
"n0 rill 'MOW Jim skelliter• asked 'him right. He Mould have loot It in
Pat "Faith." saki Mike. "an' I do "thie etre'. same."—leverybody's
Wv41,"said PO "be had Ms
,
I 0
pt
